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Athletic aid to non-citizens jeopardized
By Mary ZUtlk
Sull Reporter
Major problems could arise (or slate
universities in financing their athletic
programs if the $10 6 billion budget
proposed Tuesday by Ohio House
Democrats is approved.
The Democrats proposed that 8887 3

million be spent for higher education
during the next two years. However,
sections of the proposal put
stipulations on athletic funding
The proposal would prohibit the
awarding of athletic scholarships to
anyone except citizens of the United
States Robert Jaskulski (D-Garfield
Heights) head of the committee's

education subcommittee, said this was
inserted because of the legislature's
displeasure over the number of athletic
grants in aid approved by the
University for Canadian hockey
players
University President Hollis Moore
Jr. said he cannot understand why the

University was singled
Jaskulski s comments.

out

in

"OTHER UNIVERSITIES have
foreign players in a variety of sports.''
Dr Moore said. "I'd like to remind
him (Jaskulski) that Ohio State has
several Brazilian soccer players."
Dr. Moore said University officials
have conversed with Jaskulski and
explained to him the reasons the
hockey program gives Canadian
players grants in aid
"We try to play a top level of hockey
and we feel these players will improve
the quality of the team." Dr Moore
said.
He added that he guesses that in a
few years, the University will give
fewer scholarships to Canadians
because Ohio hockey programs will be
better
Ronald Mason, head hockey coach at
the University, said II of the 23 varsity
hockey players this year were
Canadians, and their grants in aid
ranged from partial to full
IP THE PROPOSED budget Is
approved and the University hockey
team continues to play the schedule it

has in recent years. Mason said
players to replace the Canadians would
have to be drawn heavily from
Michigan and Minnesota
"But it would be very difficult to
draw people from Minnesota or an>
where else." he said "There would be
a large increase in the cost of
recruiting players from far away as
compared to going four or five hours to
Ontario."
Mason said he feels the hockey team
would deteriorate slightly without the
Canadian players
"We have established a good name
for our team." he said "It would take
a while to rebuild the drawing power
we have.
"I don't think it will go through."
Mason said "You have to remember
that it just doesn't affect hockey, but it
affects all sports thai have foreign
players "
DR. MOORE also said he thinks the
section will come out of the budget
proposal
"1 don't know of legislation like that
that often survives." he said. "Yet 1
don't want to ignore the danger of il
passing."

Included in the section is a proposal
that athletic programs should not be
financed with state or local
government money nor with
instructional and general fee monies
Dr Moore said he is uncertain
whether this section prohibits universities from using one fee as a
source of funds for athletic programs
and not the other, or excludes both fees
from being used
"If it means just instructional fees,it
would make no difference because they
'are not used for athletics." he said. "If
it means general fees, the athletic
program would be affected
immensely."
Other student services also would be
hurt. Dr Moore said
"It works like dominoes and one
thing affects another," he said
Richard Young, director of inter
collegiate athletics, was out of town
and unavailable for comment
Young's assistant. Donald
Cunningham, said he did not want to
comment on the effects the bill would
have on the athletic program until he
knew more about the proposal

Promoters estimate turn-out
near 30,000 for June concert
By Pit 1
Staff Reporter

Commitment

On* mar* Inch ever th. tailing and this paint** might find himwh* painting th*
i.d.walk instead of Ptout Chap*!. (N.wtphoio by Dick Kavcr man)

Between 25,000 and 30.000 persons
are expected to attend the June 1 Poe
Ditch Music Festival at Doyt L Perry
Field, according to Kim Jakeway. SGA
coordinator of cultural affairs.
The festival was announced
Wednesday by Cultural Boost and will
feature Marshall Tucker. Z-Z Top.
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, Richie Havens.
Daryl Hall & John Oates. Outlaws.
Golden Earring and an additional act
which is unconfirmed as yet.

Nolon questions flight rules
By Dave Davis
a*dCbackEcksteia
University students have been
advised not to purchase teats aboard
any aircraft chartered by Educational
Flights of New York (EFNY) by Civil
Aeronautics Board (CAB) consumer
attorney Michael Nolan.
EFNY advertises low-cost flights to
Europe, provided passengers are
currently enrolled in a university or
college
This practice is illegal. Nolan said,
because chartering firms are not
allowed to solicit passengers from the
general public-only from clubs or
organizations as defined in CAB
regulations
NOLAN SAID EFNY is being taken
to court this month in Washington.
DC. for violations of CAB regulations
One of those who has taken a flight
with EFNY is Mary Swope. a
University graduate student in
psychology
Swope claims EFNY used "questionable" business practices in regard to
her flight last December
Swope said when she arrived at New

York's JFK International airport
where the cross Atlantic flight was
scheduled to leave for Amsterdam, she
was given a membership card for a
German organization called "Club
Liberate Welt " She did not belong to
the club
Though the card was issued just
before her departure, it was dated
February, 1»74.
Swope said she wondered at the time
why this was being done but dismissed
it as part of the procedures. She added
that she met a EFNY representative
who told he. it to talk to anyone.
ONCE ABO
Swope had difficulty contactiha,
European agent
of EFNY The agent, who was living in
England, had moved.
Passengers aboard the flight were
told to contact him at his old residence
However, a Dutch telephone
operator knew enough about the
English telephone system to recognize
that the telephone number given to
Swope was for a different city than
that listed for the agent's residence.
Swope finally contacted the agent to
make arrangements for her flight
home in January.

New government holds
first news conference
By The Associated Press
South Vietnam began to reestablish
contact with the rest of the world
yesterday while neighboring
Cambodia, declaring its determination
to go it alone, sent out most of the remaining known foreign refugees from
its borders.
In Saigon, the government held its
first news conference since the South
Vietnamese capital fell April 30
Saigon radio said Gen Tran Van Tra.
chief of the military region, welcomed
foreign journalists and answered their
questions, but the radio broadcast gave
neither the questions nor the
responses.
Tra. who directed the 1988 Tel
offensive against Saigon, told newsmen
that 11 nations have already recognized
the new South Vietnamese government
and he expected more to join them
shortly.
THE REVOLUTIONARY Government also announced new customs
procedures
On Wednesday, the government permitted newsmen to begin filing news
dispatches for the first time since the
city (ell.

Several of the 550 foreign evacuees
arriving in Thailand described the
Cambodian capital as a "dead city."
littered with decomposing bodies and
abandoned household goods
They said the city was populated only
by stray pets and Khmer Rouge
soldiers Earlier evacuees, in accounts
released Thursday, told mixed tales of
killings and kindness from the Khmer
Rouge
THE NEW evacuees said an
unknown number of Westerners,
including two Americans, were still
believed to be inside Cambodia. The
two U.S. nationals were identified as
John Yim. an aviation company
employe, and Brian Walsh.
A convoy of 585 foreigners-most of
them French nationals-left Cambodia
last Saturday.
In Bangkok, reliable sources
reported that the U.S. government has
imposed a freeze on any more
Cambodian and Vietnamese refugees
in Thailand who want to go to the
United States. An embassy spokesman
said he had no knowledge of any such
directive from Washington.

Nolan also explained that several
other things done by EFNY were
illegal, including some of the practices
witnessed by Swope.
HE SAID THE issuing of false
membership cards to passengers was
illegal "Persons must be members of
a club sixty days in advance of the
flight to be eligible for the flight." he
claimed.
Incorrect dales are also printed on
the cards so the passengers appear to
meet the time requirements of
membership, he added.
Nolan also said EFNY ha3 violated a
CAB regulation that requires payment
by all passengers more than 30 days
prior to flight departure
EFNY also has scheduled flights
before a commercial airline has been
contracted for the flight and this is
another violation, he said.
According to Educational Flights
Limited (EFLl President Robert
Segelbaum. his company has "never
broken any law" as far as he or his
firm's lawyer can determine
"If we have broken any administrative procedures outlined by CAB."
he said, "so have many other airlines."
SEGELBAUM explained that EFNY
acts only as an agent of EFL. and the
relationship is one of a "buyer-seller
type." EFNY would solicit passengers
and then EFL "would buy them."
according to Segelbaum
"The CAB tries to keep air fares
expensive for the benefit of the major
airlines." he said. Airline prices are
"four or five times too high." he
added
Segelbaum. who questioned whether

EFNY would fall under the jurisdiction
of CAB. said his company's purpose is
to keep air fare prices at a level
college students can afford.
The EFNY advertisement, which has
been appearing in the classified section
of the News, was discontinued In
today's issue by News Business
Manager Leslie Rothenberg.
ROTHENBERG SAID the advertise
ment violated the News' ethical
standards for advertising She added
that she will try to contact other
college newspapers to ask their opinion
of the matter
Nolan also told the News that the
Educational Flights of Ohio posters
distributed all over the campus are
also classified as "soliciting to the
general public" and are therefore
illegal

Jakeway said a 825.000 advertising
campaign will promote the festival in
Bowling Green. Toledo. Detroit. Fort
Wayne. Chicago. Columbus and
Cleveland
An attendance of 11.000 or 12.000
persons will be necessary for the
festival to break even, Jakeway said.
Total production expenses are
expected to be about 8180.000, Including
stadium rental, he added
RICHARD YOUNG, director of
intercollegiate athletics, said the
stadium is rented for concerts at a flat
rate of 88.000 plus a percentage of the
gross profit.
Young said the greatest total amount
the athletic department could receive
(or the use o( the stadium Is 825.000
That figure is based on an attendance
of 25.000 persons.
According to Jakeway, the athletic
department will receive IS per cent of
the concert's profits while Cultural
Boost will get 10 per cent Rots Todd
Productions, promoter of the festival.
will bear all expenses and receive the
rest of the profit.
The seating capacity of the stadium
will be increased to 30.000 with the
inclusion of the inside grounds
Jakeway said the exact capacity would
be calculated carefully to avoid
overselling of the concert.
Young said there would be "no
problem" accomodating over 25.000
persons in the stadium He added that
the stadium is an "ideal site" for a
concert because of the flat terrain.
The promoter is required by the
terms of the rental contract to
purchase insurance to cover any

USE OF THE stadium for concerts
was cleared 18 months ago. according
to Young Since that time, two concerts
were booked into the stadium, but the
promoters were unable to obtain acts
and these contracts fell through.
"I think this one will come off We've
got 81.000 right now even if nothing
happens," Young said, referring to the
amount the promoters already have
paid as a guarantee for the concert.
Pedestrian traffic caused by persons
attempting to listen to the concert
from outside Ihe stadium will be kepi
moving, according to Young. Jakeway
said mounted police may be used to
keep the grounds clear
Lt. Roger Daoust of Campus Safety
said the department has received a
request from Ross Todd Productions
for 150 uniformed officers to patrol the
concert.
Since the current Campus Safety
force numbers 20 uniformed officers,
additional officers will have to be hired
from outside agencies to meet the
request. Lt Daoust said
HE SAID each agency would be
screened carefully by Director of
Campus Safety Dale Shaffer before
being hired for the concert.
Advance sale tickets are J7 for
University students and 88 for nonstudents Tickets are 810 the day of the
show They will be available today
from the Union ticket office as well as
by mail order

SGA alternative sought
By Rob Arkwright
Staff Reporter
Former Student Government Association (SGAI President Douglas Bugie
taid that he will continue to seek
alternatives to SGA even though no one
attended Wednesday night's meeting to
work on alternatives to the present
student government system.
Bugie said he is convinced that a
large number of students would like a
greater voice on campus He also said
that most students do not know or care
what the present SGA is doing, but that
SGA functions best when no one cares

"The present SGA thinks they can do
the job, but they won't They will be
limited to service projects or bringing
in speakers," he said.
Bugie said he would like to see an
apolitical student union with money
that would fund students interested in
combating student problems.
HE SAID THAT interested student
groups have been far more successful
than SGA in changing policies they said
were not beneficial to students.
The student union proposed by Bugle
would rely on student donations as a
financial base An advisory panel of

Revisions proposed for SGA
Proposed changes in the Student
Government Association (SGAI constitution were made Wednesday during a
closed meeting.
Included in the discussion were
proposals to make additions in the
areas of abolishment of SGA, student
senator attendance of SGA meetings
and to delete the section concerning
Student Arbitration Board and Student
Traffic Court,
The final proposal to the constitution
concerns the abolishment of SGA, W.
Randall Hathaway, SGA president,
said. This proposal was made to
prevent the student body from being
without some form of government, he
added
The proposal states that an alternate
form of student government mutt be
presented to the student body for

damages caused by the concert
"However. I hope we don't have any
damages." Young said

approval before the abolishment of
SGA can occur.
THE FOURTH PART of the
proposal states that the vice provost
for student affairs, the president of the
University or designee and the Board
of Trustees have the final authority in
approving the abolishment of SGA.
After this procedure, the proposal
states, the new form of student government shall be instituted immediately.
Section 2 of the constitution,
concerning the judicial branch, is
deadwood. Hathaway said, because the
student code and student court
constitutions supercede the SGA constitution concerning these boards
These boards operate under their own
rules and regulations, he added.
In another proposal, student senators
will be permitted two unexcused

absences from SGA meetings before
they are removed from their positions.
Hathaway said.
SGA MEMBERS will hold interviews
in the event of a senator's removal, he
added.
These proposals will be voted on
during the open SGA meeting to be held
Monday at 9 p.m. In the Taft Room of
the Union. Hathaway said. The
proposals must be approved in two
consecutive meetings by two-thirds o(
the student senators, he explained.
Bylaw revisions will also be made.
Hathaway said. The bylaw committee
members are Kevin Sansilo. sophomore (AiS). Bruce Weber, Ireshman
(B.A.). William Erickson, sophomore
(B.A.). Michael Wilcox. senior (B.A.).
Fred Hodman, senior IB A 1. and
Mary Helen Framme. junior (B.A.).

student donors would be selected at
random each quarter to review group
requests and to allocate funds
Bugie said he hopes a student union
would fund opposing viewpoints so that
all student groups would be
represented
He said his comments were in no
way meant to degrade the present
SGA.
"They've got a job to do and they're
doing it." Bugie said
HE ADDED that SGA is doing well
by following through with past projects
such as the stadium concert and the
formation of student unions.
Bugie said he would work this
quarter and during the fall to find a
group of students interested in
formulating the union He said he
wouid spread the idea around campus
and seek support from various student
groups
Although he said he doubts that the
union would be active by the time he
graduates. Bugie added that he hopes
to "plant the seed" for what he
considers to be a better form of student
government.

Weather
Partly cloady today aad toalght.
Lows tonight la the low to mid Ms.
Highs today la Ihe low to mid Mi
Fair tomorrow with highs la the
88s. Probability of preclpitattoa 18
per cell today aad toalght

Taylor sheds tradition as captain
By BIU K.tep
Anilu»t Sporti Edllor
The Falcon track squad's
selection of junior speedster
Ron Taylor as team captain
a month ago may have
broken tradition, but that
decision probably won't be
regretted by anyone
Over the years, a custom
has developed in collegiate
athletics
known as
the
"senior-captain'' syndrome
A senior athlete, preferably
a returning letterman with
above-average ability, is
appointed kingpin of his

representive squad
But Taylor, a 440-yard
dash finalist at last year's
Mid-American
Conference
(MAC) championships and a
three-year
varsity
performer, doesn't consider
himself a revolutionist
"I WAS expecting a senior
to be named captain."
Taylor
said
"I
was
surprised, but I don't plan on
changing my attitude I've
always gotten along well
with everyone on the team
and there hasn't been any
added responsibilities. "

The BG New

season in high school
year is no exception

Taylor's selection marks
the first time in coach Mel
Brodt s 15-year tenure that a
junior has been elected
captain
Brodt
claimed
Taylor's appointment hasn't
caused any resentment

This

FOLLOWING a
strong
indoor
campaign
that
included an I II 3 school-record clocking in the 600-yard
run. Taylor injured his knee
while running a leg of the
distance medley relay at the
NCAA Indoor Championships
The
knee injury has
carried over to the outdoor
season and forced Taylor to
the sidelines in three of this
spring's meets
"Every year when I've

"There have been no
problems internally on the
squad.'' Brodt said "He's
an easygoing individual that
works well with his teammates It's just unfortunate
that he has been injured."
Injuries have hampered
Taylor since his sophomore

SPORTS

Ruggers kick OWU twice

th« 440-yard dash during aarlittr Mason action
against Eastern Michigan. Taylor, who won tho
440 in SO.8, has clocked tho Falcons' bast time
(21.61
this soason in tho
(Nowsphoto by Bob Harmeyar)

220-yard

dash.

The Falcon rugby juggernaut continued its outstanding
success last weekend, rolling to two convincing victories
over Ohio Wesleyan, 14-0 and 30-0
Unhampered by Wesleyan's small, confining field.
Bowling Green unleashed a powerful offensive drive that
wore down the opposition completely
BG's initial score in the first game was recorded by Ken
Ware Ware broke through the center of Wesleyan's defense
and dragged three defenders on his back over the goal line to
put the Falcons on top.
Kick Griswold got BG's next score on a sideline sprint
His tally gave him the top BG career scoring mark with 179
points.
Tom Kazmaier finished the Falcon scoring in the second
half with two penalty kicks
"Our backs were a little cramped on the small field."

backfield coach Mike Terwood said ' But we beat them with
speed and finesse."
BOWLING GREEN WENT on a scoring binge in the
second contest Forwards Dave Bridges. Jim Caprara. Joe
Horstman and Bob Kauffman bulled their way for scores
originating from set scrums.
The most remarkable tally occurred when captain Dave
Wainio's kick hit the cross bar and bounced back on the
field BG's Mike Baus scooped up the loose ball and dove
across the goal line for four points
Wainio also scored on two conversion kicks, and Skip
Palmer added points with one penalty kick and a drop-kick
field goal
BG's record is now 18-4-3. The ruggers will face the Black
River rugby club at I 30 p m Saturday at I'oe Ditch field

Kurz, women netters stay unbeaten
By I ..mi i Leach
Assistant Sports Editor
Freshman
Marv
Kurz
remained undeleated in lirsl
singles play as (he Bowling
(ireen women
netters
subdued Wavne Stale. 6-3.
Tuesday
afternoon
in
Detroit
The Falcons now own an 8
0 record,
while
Wayne
Stale s record fell to 3-2
Km / now 5-0. disposed of
Wavne Slate opponent Laura
T.iii 8-3 8-3 Beth Conroy
stretched her record to 51
as she deleatod Carol

Horwitz in straight sets. 6 2.
7-5 Conroy dropped the lirst
set. 8-7
Falcon
Amv
l.ongley
delivered a HI. 6-1 pasting to
fifth singles opponent Carol
Horn In sixth singles action.
Melissa Klide slipped by
Wayne State's Marian Burg.
6-4. in the first set and
demolished Ilurg. ti I in the
second set
CATHY BRADY, recover
ing from strained
arm
muscles,
toll
to Wavne
State's Sylvia Kazalch. 6-0.
6-4
Judv Jeanetle. also

coming off an injury, lost
her fourth singles match to
Candy Johnson. 6-4.6-1
BG's second doubles team
of Sue Rupert and Jonalee
Wiandl
easily
toppled
Kazalch and Burg. 6-1. 6-3
Karen
Kronauge and
Laurctle I'ayette dropped
their first set to third
doubles
opponents
Mary
Ullrich and Joan Knapp. but
came back to take the next
(wo sets. 6-0.6-0.
The first doubles match
between BGs Jeanetle and
Longley and WSU's Tail and
Horwitz went down to the

Miller shoots for lead
DALLAS
iAPI Johnny
Miller
appears alinosl
Ctrlain Oi
regaining his
position as pro golf's top
money winner ol the season
this week in the $175,000
Byron Nelson Classic
Miller whoso sensational,
record setting exploits have
made him noil's new golden
boy led the money-winning
list
lor more than
15
consecutive months before
Jack Nicklaus edged past
him in (he Tournament of
Champions
a couple ol
weeks ago
Nicklaus tie for ninth in
thai event pushed him past
Miller 8155.188 (o $153,889
It was the first time since
Miller won the 1974 season
opening
Bing
Crosbv
tournament that he had been
anything but first on the list
NOW. THE slim, blond,
handsome voung man has a
tailor made opportunity to

PREFERRED
PROPERTIES
NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER AND
FALL. - HOUSES &
APARTMENTS
Rental Office
1163 Napoleon Rd

PH. 352-9378
CHERRY HILL
VILLAGE
Featuring Indoor
Heated Pool

Only One in B.G.

reclaim the top spol on the
list thai mosl louring pros
leel determines the true
season's champion
Nicklaus Isn't playing in
this 72 hole event thai begins
today on the 6.957 yard, par71 Pretton Trail Golf Club
course Miller trails by Otliy
$1,299 Hecouldlimshaslow
as 27th and still go back into
the lead
And. of course,
he's
expected to hmsh much
higher than 27th
In II
tournaments this year, he's
been 16th or better in all but
one With Nicklaus among
the missing. Miller is in his
customary
spot as
the
favorite for the $35,000 first
prize
A lot depends on the lirst
round
"1 HAVEN'T looked it up.
but my caddv told me I
haven't broken par in the
lirst round in something like

the last four or five lourna
ments." Miller said
"I'm a front-runner If I
get off to a bad start. I might
not do too good But if I can
start with a good round. I
might be hard to handle "
The principal opposition to
Miller, who won three of his
first lour starts this season
and was second by a stroke
in the Masters, is expected
to come from Lee Trevino.
V S Open king Hale Irwin.
defending champion Buddy
Allin and Australian veteran
Bruce Crampton. a winner
last week in the Houston
Open
Trevino and Crampton
each have a major incentive
in this one and could be
particularly
dangerous
Trevino is still seeking his
first
victory
in Texas
Crampton. on the other
hand, needs to win here to
complete a career sweep of
the four Texas events

last point of the tiebreaker
in the first set
Jeanetle and
l.onglev
battled back from a 5-1
deficit in the third set to put
the match into another tiebreaker A total ol 36 games
were played In Ihe match,
but when the scores were
totaled the Falcon duo lell
to the opposition. 6-7. 6-4. 76
LAST WEEKEND Howl
ing (ireen edged Central
Michigan. 5-4. in a tough
match
Kurz put Wanda
Murphy away. 6 2. 60 in
first
singles.
Conroy
defeated
Mary
Ann
Chapman 7-5. 6-3 in second
singles and Amy Longley
topped Melody McMahon in
three sets. 5-7. 6-2. 8-1. In
fourth singles. I'am lleschel
stretched her record to 4-0
with a 6-2, 6-4 win over
CMC s Janelle I'ohlman
l.ongley
teamed
with
Mindy Milligan in second
doubles
to down
Sue
Stuligross and I'ohlman in
three sets, 6-0. 2-6. 6-3 lor
her second win of the day
Milligan dropped her sixth
singles match to Tern Cox.
6-3. 6-3 BG's fifth singles

"1 WAS REALLY fright
ened before Penn." Taylor
said "I hadn't practiced for
such a long time and I just
didn't have much strength to
run Ihe quarter, but 1 was
surprised and pleased with
my times "
Even though he ran the 100
and 220-yard dash events
only in meets with Eastern
Michigan and
Northern
Illinois. Taylor's 21.6 220
timing
against
Northern
ranks as a team best
Saturday.
Central
Michigan
will
invade
Whitlaker Track in the
Falcons fifth and final MAC
dual contest this season
Taylor said he will run
against the Chippewas

"I've been running easy
workouts all this week and I
should
be
ready
lor
Saturday." he said
Taylor,
whose
brother
Winslow
is
a
sprint
specialist for defending Big
Ten champion Indiana, said
an excellent mental attitude
is Ihe key to effective
sprinting
"IF YOU HAVE the confidence that you can whip
anyone on the track, you're
set." Taylor said
"For
instance, at the Michigan
Slate Relays i indoors>. I
was
running
against
Tenesseo's Reggie Jones
i defending NCAA outdoor
220 litlist i in the 300 He was
killing me at 200 yards, but
he died near the tape and I
beat him by a tenth of a
second
The confidence of the
Falcon tracksters in Taylor
as a leader may become a
nightmare
to
league
opponents in two weeks
That's when Taylor and his
teammates will chase after
the MAC championship at
Western Michigan

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT
ADMISSION *1.00 WITH STUDENT I.D.
PORTAGE
DRIVE IN THEATRE

Tlie

'IDIJRXY

DOORS OPEN 7:30
'SHOW STARTS 8:30 P.M.

DOUBLE!'

WOMEN WHO MAKE THE KIND OF OFFER
A COP CANT REFUSE!
THEPUBUC

MM
MRMNK.
immms
mmmt

«\

dropped their first set. 6-3.
to McMahon and Camp
They came back to win the
second set. 7 6. but lost the

player
Diane
Groves,
playing varsity for the first
time lost to Gigs Camp. 6 0.
6-4
Both Falcon first and third
doubles
teams
were
defeated
Murphy
and
Chapman downed Kurz and
Conroy in straight sets. 6 2.
6-2
Rupert and Wiandt

third set, 8-2.
Bowling Green's women
^netters play Miami and
Toledo In a tri match at
noon Saturday at the Ice
Arena courts

- FEATURING Char Broiled Sttaki aid
Ctiu,js

Full Course Family Mm
nrr
1! VARIETIES

PANCAUI t WAFFLES
"|ii-ii Tje» thru Sat. 7:30-8

Sundavi 7

HI

; in

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM
NOON SPECIALS DAILY

vtluLLVL

.r«.";. .sEar'uT.'Kr L«»>

CONGRA TULA TIONS
NEW ANGELS
Jerry Brest
Michele Campagna

Lois Venta
Mary Yoe

Linda Maschari

Renee Valva

Lynn Reno
Stevee Morilak

Cindy Stevenson
Julie Scheiner

Janie Schoenfeld

BARBERSHOP
SPECTACULAR
Bowling Green State University
Featuring

MMMEE VALLEY SEAWAY COMMANDERS
MauTiee. Ohio

SEAWAY CITY CHAPTER, SWEET ADELINES. INC.
Toledo. Ohio
1973-1974 Johnny Applastad District Champions

CASCADE CH0RDSMEN, Eiy,,a 0h,o

ESPECIALLY FOR MOM
FROM THE FLOWERHOUSE

Cymbidium corsage 2.25
our own keepsake
arrangement - 7.50
Also Terrariums, Plants
and Planters

1975-1976 Johnny Applsssad District Champions

iiiitckoR

FOUR-IN-LEGrON
1973-1974 Johnny Applessad District Champion Quartet

dinner sptlaU
s>. r. *.

happj tours
im * »•

LIMELIGHTERS
1974-1975 Johnny Applasied District Champion Quartet

GENTLEMEN'S AGREEMENT
1971-1972 International Champions

Master of Ceremonies
Robert Johnson - Director of Music Education
And Services S.PE.B.SQ.S.A.
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After missing two weeks
of workouts. Taylor shook
his injury to clock 48 3 and
47 9 440-yard splits in the
mile relay at the pretigious
Penn Relays two weeks ago.
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Junior track captain Ian Tayiar rounds lha turn in

just been developing and
coming along." Taylor said.
"I've gotten an injury o(
some sort "
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Athletic aid to non-citizens jeopardized
By MaryZllello

Staff Reporter
Major problems could arise (or state
universities in financing their athletic
programs if the $10.6 billion budget
proposed Tuesday by Ohio House
Democrats is approved.
The Democrats proposed that 8967 3

million be spent for higher education
during the next two years However,
sections of the proposal put
stipulations on athletic funding.
The proposal would prohibit the
awarding of athletic scholarships to
anyone except citizens of the United
Stales Robert Jaskulski iD-Garfield
Heights), bead of the committee's

education subcommittee, said this was
inserted because of the legislature's
displeasure over the number of athletic
grants in aid approved by the
University for Canadian hockey
players.
University President Hollis Moore
Jr. said he cannot understand why the

University was singled
Jaskulski s comments

out

in

"OTHER UNIVERSITIES have
foreign players in a variety of sports."
Dr Moore said "I'd like to remind
him (Jaskulski) that Ohio Stale has
several Brazilian soccer players "
Dr. Moore said University officials
have conversed with Jaskulski and
explained to him the reasons the
hockey program gives Canadian
players grants-in-aid.
"We try to play a top level of hockejt
and we feel these players will improve
the quality of the team." Dr Moore
said.
He added that he guesses that in a
few years, the University will give
fewer scholarships to Canadians
because Ohio hockey programs will be
better
Ronald Mason, head hockey coach at
the University, said 18 of the 23 varsity
hockey players this year were
Canadians, and their grants-in-aid
ranged from partial to full.
IF THE PROPOSED budget is
approved and the University hockey
team continues to play the schedule it

has in recent years. Mason said
players to replace the Canadians would
have to be drawn heavily from
Michigan and Minnesota
"But it would be very difficult to
draw people from Minnesota or any*
where else." he said "There would be
a large increase in the cost of
recruiting players from far away as
compared to going four or five hours to
Ontario."
Mason said he feels the hockey team
would deteriorate slightly without the
Canadian players.
"We have established a good name
for our team." he said "It would take
a while to rebuild the drawing power
we have.
"I don't think it will go through."
Mason said. "You have to remember
that it just doesn't affect hockey, but it
affects all sports that have foreign
players "
DR. MOORE also said he thinks the
section will come out of the budget
proposal.
"I don't know of legislation like that
that often survives." he said "Yet I
don't want to ignore the danger of it
passing."

Included in the section is a proposal
that athletic programs should not be
financed with state or local
government money nor with
instructional and general fee monies
Dr Moore said he is uncertain
whether this section prohibits universities from using one fee as a
source of funds for athletic programs
and not the other, or excludes both fees
from being used
"If it means just instructional fees,it
would make no difference because they
■are not used for athletics." he said "If
it means general fees, the athletic
program would be affected
immensely "
Other student services also would be
hurt. Dr Moore said.
"It works like dominoes and one
thing affects another." he said
Richard Young, director of inter
collegiate athletics, was out of town
and unavailable for comment.
Young's assistant. Donald
Cunningham, said he did not want to
comment on the effects the bill would
have on the athletic program until he
knew more about the proposal

Promoters estimate turn-out
near 30,000 for June concert
By Pall
Sun Reporter

Commitment

On* mar* inch evar th. railing and this palmar might find himself pointing th«
lid.wolk instead of Pieut Chape4. (N.wiphoto by Dkk Kaverman)

Between 25,000 and 30.000 persons
are expected to attend the June 1 Poe
Ditch Music Festival at Doyt L Perry
Field, according to Kim Jakeway. SGA
coordinator of cultural affairs
The festival was announced
Wednesday by Cultural Boost and will
feature Marshall Tucker, Z-Z Top.
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band. Richie Havens,
Daryl Hall & John Oates. Outlaws.
Golden Earring and an additional act
which is unconfirmed as yet

Nolan questions flight rules
By Dave Davis
and Chuck Eckstein
University students have been
advised not to purchase Mats aboard
any aircraft chartered by Educational
Flights of New York (EFNY) by CWil
Aeronautics Board (CAB) consumer
attorney Michael Nolan.
EFNY advertises low-coat flights to
Europe, provided passengers are
currently enrolled in a university or
college
This practice is illegal. Nolan said,
because chartering firms are not
allowed to solicit passengers from the
general public-only from clubs or
organizations as defined in CAB
regulations
NOLAN SAID EFNY is being taken
to court this month in Washington.
DC for violations of CAB regulations
One of those who has taken a flight
with EFNY is Mary Swope. a
University graduate student in
psychology.
Swope claims EFNY used "questionable" business practices in regard to
her flight last December
Swope said when she arrived at New

York's JFK International airport
where the cross Atlantic flight was
scheduled to leave for Amsterdam, she
was given a membership card for a
German organization called
Club
Liberale Welt" She did not belong to
the club.
Though the card was issued just
before her departure, it was dated
February. 1(74.
Swope said she wondered at the time
why this was being done but dismissed
it as part of the procedures She added
that she met a EFNY representative
who told her i ot to talk to anyone.
ONCE ABOARD, Swope had difficulty contacting the European agent
of EFNY. The agent, who was living in
England, had moved.
Passengers aboard the flight were
told to contact him at his old residence
However, a Dutch telephone
operator knew enough about the
English telephone system to recognize
that the telephone number given to
Swope was for a different city than
that listed for the agent's residence.
Swope finally contacted the agent to
make arrangements for her flight
home In January.

New government holds
first news conference
By The Associated Press
South Vietnam began to reestablish
contact with the rest of the world
yesterday
while neighboring
Cambodia, declaring its determination
to go it alone, sent out most of the remaining known foreign refugees from
its borders
In Saigon, the government held its
first news conference since the South
Vietnamese capital fell April 30
Saigon radio said Gen Tran Van Tra.
chief of the military region, welcomed
foreign journalists and answered their
questions, but the radio broadcast gave
neither the questions nor the
responses
Tra, who directed the 1961 Tet
offensive against Saigon, told newsmen
that 11 nations have already recognized
the new South Vietnamese government
and he expected more to join them
shortly
THE REVOLUTIONARY Government also announced new customs
procedures.
On Wednesday, the government permitted newsmen to begin filing news
dispatches for the first time since the
city fell.

Several of the 550 foreign evacuees
arriving in Thailand described the
Cambodian capital as a "dead city."
littered with decomposing bodies and
abandoned household goods
They said the city was populated only
by stray pets and Khmer Rouge
soldiers. Earlier evacuees, in accounts
released Thursday, told mixed tales of
killings and kindness from the Khmer
Rouge.
THE NEW evacuees said an
unknown number of Westerners,
including two Americans, were still
believed to be inside Cambodia. The
two U.S. nationals were identified ?s
John Yim. an aviation company
employe, and Brian Walsh.
A convoy of 585 foreigners-most of
them French nationals-left Cambodia
last Saturday.
ID
Bangkok, reliable sources
reported that the U.S. government has
imposed a freeze on any more
Cambodian and Vietnamese refugees
in Thailand who want to go to the
United States. An embassy spokesman
said be had no knowledge of any such
directive from Washington.

Nolan also explained that several
other things done by EFNY were
illegal, including some of the practices
witnessed by Swope
HE SAID THE issuing of false
membership cards to passengers was
illegal. "Persons must be members of
a club sixty days in advance of the
flight to be eligible for the flight." he
claimed
Incorrect dates are also printed on
the cards so the passengers appear to
meet the time requirements of
membership, he added.
Nolan also said EFNY has violated a
CAB regulation that requires payment
by all passengers more than 30 days
prior to flight departure
EFNY also has scheduled flights
before a commercial airline has been
contracted for the flight and this is
another violation, he said.
According to Educational Flights
Limited IEFL) President Robert
Segelbaum. his company has "never
broken any law" as far as he or his
firm's lawyer can determine
"II we have broken any administrative procedures outlined by CAB."
he said, "so have many other airlines."
SEGELBAUM explained that EFNY
acts only as an agent of EFL. and the
relationship is one of a "buyer-seller
type." EFNY would solicit passengers
arid then EFL "would buy them."
according to Segelbaum
"The CAB tries to keep air fares
expensive for the benefit of the major
airlines." he said. Airline prices are
"four or five times too high." he
added
Segelbaum. who questioned whether

EFNY would fall under the jurisdiction
of CAB. said his company's purpose is
to keep air fare prices at a level
college students can afford
The EFNY advertisement, which has
been appearing In the classified section
of the News, was discontinued In
today's issue by News Business
Manager Leslie Rothenberg.
ROTHENBERG SAID the advertise
ment violated the News' ethical
standards for advertising She added
that she will try to contact other
college newspapers to ask their opinion
of the matter.
Nolan also told the News that the
Educational Flights of Ohio posters
distributed all over the campus are
also classified as "soliciting to the
general public" and are therefore
illegal.

Jakeway said a $25,000 advertising
campaign will promote the festival in
Bowling Green. Toledo. Detroit. Fort
Wayne. Chicago. Columbus and
Cleveland
An attendance of 11,000 or 12.000
persons will be necessary for the
festival to break even, Jakeway said.
Total production expenses are
expected to be about 1180,000, Including
stadium rental, he added
RICHARD YOUNG, director of
intercollegiate athletics, said the
stadium is rented for concerts at a flat
rate of 85,000 plus a percentage of the
gross profit.
Young aald the greatest total amount
the athletic department could receive
for the use of the stadium if 825.000
That figure is baaed on an attendance
of 25.000 persons.
According to Jakeway. the athletic
department will receive 15 per cent of
the concert's profits while Cultural
Boost will get 10 per cent Ross Todd
Productions, promoter of the festival,
will bear all expenses and receive the
rest of the profit.
The seating capacity of the stadium
will be increased to 30.000 with the
inclusion of the Inside grounds
Jakeway said the exact capacity would
be calculated carefully to avoid
overselling of the concert
Young said there would be "no
problem" accomodating over 25.000
persons in the stadium He added that
the stadium is an "ideal site" for a
concert because of the flat terrain.
The promoter is required by the
terms of the rental contract to
purchase insurance to cover any

USE OF THE stadium for concerts
was cleared 18 months ago. according
to Young. Since that tune,two concerts
were booked into the stadium, but the
promoters were unable to obtain acts
and these contracts fell through.
"I think this one will come off. We've
got (1.000 right now even if nothing
happens." Young said, referring to the
amount the promoters already have
paid as a guarantee for the concert.
Pedestrian traffic caused by persons
attempting to listen to the concert
from outside the stadium will be kept
moving, according to Young. Jakeway
said mounted police may be used to
keep the grounds clear
Lt. Roger Daoust of Campus Safety
said the department has received a
request from Ross Todd Productions
for 150 uniformed officers to patrol the
concert.
Since the current Campus Safety
force numbers 20 uniformed officers,
additional officers will have to be hired
from outside agencies to meet the
request. Lt Daoust said
HE SAID each agency would be
screened carefully by Director of
Campus Safety Dale Shaffer before
being hired for the concert
Advance sale tickets are 87 for
University students and 88 for nonstudents. Tickets are 810 the day of the
show They will be available today
from the Union ticket office as well as
by mailorder

SGA alternative sought
By Rob Arkwrlght
Stiff Reporter
Former Student Government Association (SGA) President Douglas Bugie
said that he will continue to seek
alternatives to SGA even though no one
attended Wednesday night's meeting to
work on alternatives to the present
student government system.
Bugie said he is convinced that a
large number of students would like a
greater voice on campus. He also said
that most students do not know or care
what the present SGA is doing, but that
SGA functions best when no one cares

"The present SGA thinks they can do
the job. but they won't They will be
limited to service projects or bringing
in speakers." he said.
Bugie said he would like to see an
apolitical student union with money
that would fund students interested in
combating student problems.
HE SAID THAT interested student
groups have been far more successful
than SGA in changing policies they said
were not beneficial to students.
The student union proposed by Bugie
would rely on student donations as a
financial base. An advisory panel of

Revisions proposed for SGA
Proposed changes in the Student
Government Association ISGA) constitution were made Wednesday during a
closed meeting.
Included in the discussion were
proposals to make additions in the
areas of abolishment of SGA. student
senator attendance of SGA meetings
and to delete the section concerning
Student Arbitration Board and Student
Traffic Court
The final proposal to the constitution
concerns the abolishment of SGA, W.
Randall Hathaway. SGA president,
said. This proposal was made to
prevent the student body from being
without some form of government, he
added
The proposal states that an alternate
form of student government must be
presented to the student body for

damages caused by the concert
"However. I hope we don't have any
damages." Young said

approval before the abolishment of
SGA can occur.
THE FOURTH PART of the
proposal states that the vice provost
for student affairs, the president of the
University or designee and the Board
of Trustees have the final authority in
approving the abolishment of SGA.
After this procedure, the proposal
states, the new form of student government shall be instituted immediately.
Section 2 of the constitution,
concerning the judicial branch, is
deadwood. Hathaway said, because the
student code and student court
constitutions supercede the SGA constitution concerning these boards.
These boards operate under their own
rules and regulations, be added
In another proposal, student senators
will be permitted two unexcused

absences from SGA meetings before
they are removed from their positions.
Hathaway said
SGA MEMBERS will hold interviews
in the event of a senator's removal, he
added.
These proposals will be voted on
during the open SGA meeting to be held
Monday at 9 p.m. in the Taft Room of
the Union, Hathaway said. The
proposals must be approved in two
consecutive meetings by two-thirds of
the student senators, he explained.
Bylaw revisions will also be made.
Hathaway said The bylaw committee
members are Kevin Sansilo, sophomore (AtS), Bruce Weber, freshman
(B.A.). William Erickson, sophomore
(B.A.), Michael Wilcox. senior (B.A.).
Fred Hoffman, senior (B.A.I, and
Mary Helen Framme. junior (B.A.I.

student donors would be selected at
random each quarter to review group
requests and to allocate funds.
Bugie said he hopes a student union
would fund opposing viewpoints so that
all student groups would be
represented
He said his comments were in no
way meant to degrade the present
SGA
"They've got a job to do and they're
doing it." Bugie said
HE ADDED that SGA is doing well
by following through with past projects
such as the stadium concert and the
formation of student unions.
Bugie said he would work this
quarter and during the fall to find a
group of students interested in
formulating the union He said he
would spread the idea around campus
and seek support from various student
groups
Although he said he doubts that the
union would be active by the time he
graduates. Bugie added that he hopes
to "plant the seed" for what he
considers to be a better form of student
government

Weather
Partly cloudy today and loalght.
Lows tonight in the low lo mid 48s.
Highs today la the low to mid 88s.
Fair tomorrow with highs la the
•8s. Probability of precipiutioa 18
per celt today aid tonight

•aga 2/Tka SO Nawt, Friday, May 9, 1*75

eDIT0RiaLS
modify bill
to aid University
The state may once again penalize the University for success.
If Amended Substitute House Bill 155 is passed by the state legislature,
it would cut the University's state subsidy by about $860,000 over the next
two years.
This cut would seriously damage some of the University's academic
programs, as it would necessitate a $325,000 cut in the University's
educational budget for next year.
The amount of the subsidy is determined through a formula based on
the number and classifications of students attending the University. It is
unfair that some universities, such as Ohio University and Ohio State
University, get special treatment when allocations are determined.
These universities, despite decreasing enrollments, will continue to
receive special treatment if the bill is approved. This University's
enrollment is holding steady but it will have to struggle to provide quality
education and services to its students.
It is not too late to change the bill, however. The House and the Senate
can still modify the bill before passing it on to the governor.
The financial situation at the University is already in sad shape. The
state legislature will only worsen the situation by passing Amended
Substitute House Bill 155 in its present form.

zeus in the witness choir
WASHINGTON It was one of those
occasions which the participants would
like to call historic but can't, because
it would take too long to explain to
their friends who wouldn't be
impressed anyhow.
Nevertheless, the Senate Banking
Committee or. more exactly, its
chairman. Proxmire of Wisconsin, and
those few other members who
bothered to attend, had done something
unusual.
They had managed to get the Zeus of
American finance into the hearing
room and have him tell how fast he
intended to print greenbacks for the
next year.
Under the compulsion of a joint
resolution. Dr Arthur Burns, the
Chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board, had on page 15 of his prepared
statement done what neither he nor
any of his predecessors going back 61
years had dona He had said flat out
that the money supply would be
increased between 5 and 7 5 per cent,
thus for the first time giving labor
leaders, bankers, businessmen,
economists and just plain confused
people some inkling of what their
futures might be and how to plan for
them
.1

WJ»:

OTHERWISE. WASHINGTON'S
reigning money god was at his
zeusiest. The puffs of smoke from his
pipe were as obscurantist as his hazy,
testy and contradictory language when
answering the members' mild and
obsequious questions.
Zeus in the witness chair is
intimidating. The white hair, the oldfashioned suit with the pants held up by
suspenders, the smoke, the waving of
the extinguished matches around.
Dr. Burns has presence. Unlike most
officials of high rank who testify with
their general counsel on one side of
them, their first deputy on the other
and three flunkies immediately to the
rear to hand up documents and
whisper, Dr. Burns takes on the
Congress by himself with nothing more
than the contents of a scuffed leather
portfolio.
As befits a Zeus figure, his attitude
toward the Senators is that of a father
who sees his children asking
complicating questions on a subject
before they've learned the
fundamentals
"Do you have any assumption at all
as to the inflation rate?" Senator
Proxmire of the famously perfect
hairline inquires.
"WELL. I REMAIN optimistic." Dr
Burns replies with masterful

imprecision and then meanders off into
Olympian discourse which the gods
themselves would be pressed to follow.
The money god will not be pinned
down "Oh, I'm not going to fight the
numbers game with you today,
Senator, or any other day." he says,
and Proxmire, who has a first-rate
mind under that second-rate hair
transplant, backs off.
Another witness might be thrown in
jail for saying things like. "I see no
point in throwing numbers at
you...Senator, you could not have
chosen a poorer example .You won't
take my advice, but I'll tell you the
best I can."
The advice Zeus then proferred was
that the Congress would do the country
and itself a favor if it took an extended
sabbatical to go back to Ashtabula and
"look at the damage you've done."
This behavior fits in with the
Washington idea that Congress is too
stupid, too lazy, too cowardly and too
irresponsible to exercise control over
monetary policy, although the
Constitution specifically sticks it with
the job
HENCE. IT HAS become the custom
to talk about the "independent"
Federal Reserve Board, which, it is
asserted, has the wisdom and expertise
to do what the elected dolts can't do.
If the last few years haven't won
Congress greater public confidence,
they have weakened discerning
people's faith in the Federates.
Except for one period in the 1950s,
economic historians have come to the
conclusion that the Federates record
has been a sequence of boners, miscues
and blunders Dr. Zeus himself is
suffering from withdrawal of
professional esteem

Not only is be accused of playing a
major part in bringing on first the
inflation and then the recession, but his
own staff back at the Fed is potshotting him.
At the last party of the Feds data
production section, they say there was
a big. snide sign up on the wall,
reading:
"GO ARTHUR! BEAT
TREASURE!"
THE UPSHOT is that some people
are beginning to say that, if the
economy' is going to be messed up
anyway, it ought to be messed up by
the elected representatives of the
people who have direct, constitutional
instructions to do so.
Beyond that, there is a growing
appreciation that fiscal policy-that is.
taxes, expenditures, surpluses and
deficits-can be cancelled out.
distorted or dispensed with by
monetary policy, now under the Fed's
control.
Men like Proxmire are realizing that
monetary policy, the power to print
money, can possibly be used more
effectively to achieve full employment
without inflation than big deficits
They're beginning to see why
Alexander Hamilton, who didn't have a
Ph.D. in econ . and his pals, placed
monetary and fiscal policy together in
the exclusive power of Congress
The two are natural complements
like the clutch and the accelerator in a
stick-shift automobile
The history of the gods tells us that
Zeus was able to squash many a
rebellion on Mount Olympus, and
politicians often give away their power
in hopes the voters will then not blame
them for the ensuing foul-ups.
Copyright. 1»75, The Washington Post
King Featarei Syndicate

gss commentary

explains graduate senate function
By Jeanne Cheeseman
Graduate Student Senator
Guest Columnist

'SQFINE.HE'S GONG TO GET TIRED...WHEN IS HE GOING ID GET TIRED??'

LeTTera
check out scec

On April 30. Barbara Wirtz wrote a
letter concerning Exceptional
Children's Week and the Student
Council for Exceptional Children's
lack of response to the car wash
For one thing Ms. Wirtz, the Student
Council for Exceptional Children were
informed of the activity but near the
end of the week
We were not given enough notice or
information to inform our members of
the place or how and when to get there
More organization and better planning
in advance and the turnout would have
been better
THE STUDENT Council for
(exceptional Children are involved with
children Listed are some activities
that we've had
Filling Home Project-every
Saturday students go out and work with
severely retarded children
Cerebral Palsy Telethon
Twenty Mile Hike for the
Handicapped

lnd«p«r,d«"t
Vol..

Movie with TMR's
Swim Party with EMRs
Bowling with deaf adolescents
Ice skating and hockey game with
EMRs
Christmas caroling and tree
decorating party at Filling
Christmas party with TMR's
Parents' group-Tell It Like It Is
Track meet for TMR's
Distributed leaflets for County Issue
I
Picnic with TMR's
Collecting store coupons for the
needy
Raised over $6,000 in money-making
activities that were given away
Most represented school at state
level with five out of six members on
the executive committee
OUR STATEMENT to you. Ms
Wirtz. is that you are misinfoimed
about the Student Council for
Exceptional Children and its activities
with children
We Invite you and anybody else to
attend our activities to see what we do
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Some concern has been expressed in
the columns of The BG News about

and how many students really do
respond All our activities are well
publicized
In the future don't be so critical of
groups or organizations that you have
never participated in or know nothing
about

excellent, informative presentation
possible
However, something bothered me
throughout his speech and questionanswer session That "something" was
the continuous clicking of cameras and
continuous cranking of films

Bob Walsh, Executive Committee
Doug Funnel). President SCEC

Granted. Mr Brokaw is a very good
looking man. but he was not at Bowling
Green for the purpose of having his
picture taken repeatedly by a few
individuals

hikers
On May 3. 1975. The Bowling Green
Chapter of the Student Council for
Exceptional Children iSCEC)
sponsored a 20 mile hike to raise
money for the exceptional land
wonderful I children of Ohio
I would like, therefore, at this time,
to express my sincere thanks to all
those people who helped make the hike
a successful and productive one
Along with the ambitious students
who walked the 20 miles to raise the
money, I would also like to thank all
my committee members for their help
with publicity and for the work time
they donated the day of the hike.

I am not saying that pictures should
not be taken. If a few members of the
audience wish to take one or two
pictures as a souvenir, or if the group
sponsoring the program wishes to get a
"few shots" there would be no
distraction

TO THE SPECIAL education faculty
who donated their time, energy and
money to the hike I can't say thank you
enough Your support of our activities
is overwhelming and is always greatly
appreciated by all of us affiliated with
the organization
I would also like to thank
McDonalds. Great Scot and Gray Drug
for helping with supplies needed for
our hike and to the Alpha Phi Omega
Service Fraternity for their aid and
moral support throughout the day
The money raised from the hike will
help to support the many agencies
throughout the state of Ohio involved in
the training and education of
exceptional children. Without all the
support and help I received on the hike.
the hike could not have been carried
through to completion.
This activity is only one of the many
ways the Student Council for
Exceptional Children at BG helps to
make the world a little bit brighter for
that very special child who is so near
and dear to all of us
Again my sincere thanks to everyone
who helped make the hike a success.

One individual repeatedly moved
from his seat to a corner behind Mr
Brokaw. taking side, back and front
pictures of the featured speaker,
changing cameras as often as he
changed positions.

Janet Sulick. SCEC Hike Chairman
324 Offenhauer East

cameras
I attended the
Tom Brokaw of
evening. April 20.
thank the campus

program featuring
NBC news Sunday
and I would like to
group who made his

BUT, I spotted at least four
individuals who did almost nothing
during the entire program but play
with their cameras If it takes those
individuals that many attempts to
insure a few good photographs, then
they have no business doing the
photography.

I strongly feel that this was totally
uncalled for and that the group
sponsoring this program should have
assigned one individual to get pictures
for the entire group.
Hopefully, everyone knows that
reprints can be achieved from
negatives-if this was the purpose of
the program.
Tyne Hyslop
Flint, Michigan

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300
words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed
pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the
author's name address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Call

possible violation of the right of
democratic process on the part of
students of this University; more
specifically, a question has been raised
about the function of Graduate Student
Senators serving on University
committees.
The Advisory Committee on General
Fee Allocations (ACGFA) is a case in
point Whatever dissatisfaction exists
with the allocation of general fee
monies, the fact remains that within
the University structure, we students,
both graduates and undergraduate,
have a voice in deciding those issues
which come closest to home
At some universities this right is
hard won. Although the recent student
strike at Brown University did not
accomplish the immediate goals
students hoped for, one effect may be
far-reaching.
A mechanism for student
involvement in budget procedures has
finally been devised Prior to the
strike, students had no such
representation.
SINCE WE DO have student
representation on University
committees here at Hi .St we need to
look at the process by which these
students are elected My particular
concern is the role of the Graduate
Student Senate (GSS)
To begin with, graduate student
senators are elected to serve on the
GSS by students in their own
departments. If the "average"
graduate student's interests are not
represented by the GSS. this ultimately
may come from peer apathy in the
department and not through any
violation of the democratic process
Historically, active participation ir.
the GSS has been lukewarm to nonexistent In some departments it still
is.
During the past year, however, the
GSS had begun to emerge as a viable
student organization Attendance at
Senate meetings reflects a change both
in the attitude and the operation of the
Senate.
With an increased sense of purpose.
GSS has continued to move toward
more visible involvement in the
decision making that affects the
graduate student community
THIS YEAR graduate student
Senators have served on most
University councils and committees. A
Senator is elected to serve on these
committees by the entire Senate body.
The elections are open, with
nominations from the floor, and most
positions do not go uncontested. Once
elected, a Senator assumes equal
status with faculty and or
administrators depending upon the
nature of the committee.
At a committee member, the
Senator is accountable to the
University community as a whole
Even so. the purpose of granting voting
privileges to students is to allow them
to exercise some power when it comes
to decisions or issues that directly
concern them
GSS. then, must reflect the concerns

of graduate students at large That is
its primary function
To argue that a person should refrain
from voting on matters pertaining to
his her constituency suggests political
naivete
It also suggests an
unfamiliarity with the purpose and
workings of the Senate itself
ONE OF THE PROBLEMS facing
GSS in the recent budget appeals is the
fact that the past year has been one of
transition for the organization
Most Senate efforts went into
proving that graduate students can
make effective and responsible
contributions in the decision making
process of the University At the same
time, the Senate has been working to
shape up its internal organization
The most important step in this
direction was the adoption in February
of a new constitution for the GSS In
order to carry its commitment further,
the GSS needs a dramatic increase in
available funds
Projects that hopefully will improve
the quality of graduate student life
already have been initiated or are in
the planning stages For example,
little or no monies exist for graduate
students who are invited to deliver
papers at conferences
The GSS requested a Professional
Development Fund to make grants
available to graduate students for this
and similar scholastic endeavors.
IN ADDITION, GSS is currently
putting together a handbook for all new
graduate students, one that tells of the
graduate students experience at BGSU
the way it is. not "the way it's
supposed to be."
GSS members have also played a
leadership role in the Ohio Association
of Graduate Students.
A primary concern of this state-wide
group is the possibility of unionization
of teaching fellows and graduate
assistants Along the same line, the
past president of GSS. Gary Wolford.
was instrumental in forming an
advisory committee of graduate
students from all state institutions to
work with Chancellor Norton
GSS officers serving on this
committee are studying proposals for
regionalization The Senate plans to
bring issues such as these for open
debate on our own campus
GSS does not operate out of "selfinterest", it exists to serve the needs
ot all graduate students, both those on
campus and those who commute.
It opens up the procedural channels
through which we can affect what
happens to us here at BGSU Although
the past year has been one of
restructuring and growth, the success
of the GSS as a working model depends
not only upon more financial support
but also upon more active support from
all graduate students
Vote in candidates who will commit
themselves to actively working for
change.
Only when available channels prove
to be dead-ends should we seek out
alternatives
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Expression of creativity
Zc'cva Cokca't perform
uct, •riflMdly tckeMe*
tar l:M toel»ii li tkc Forun
•I Stadcat Scrvtcci Bid*.,
was ckaaged yeitcrday
altcraooa to t:M tonlnhi In
IkcGrud BallrooB, Uataa.

By Mary Higgles
Sufi Reporter
"To see things In new and
different ways never to
take anything for granted
That is how Ze'eva Cohen,
renowned modern dancer,
explained the freedom of
movement and interpretation she is allowed in performing modern dance
Cohen studied dance under
Martha Graham in Israel
and at Julliard School of
Music in New York and has
taught and performed in
various places throughout
the United States

/Modem
dancer

Z«'«va Cohan damomtraiat fr»« mwtmtnl in a modern
done* routin*. Sh» will held a performance tonight in tho
Grand Ballroom, Union. (Nowtphoto by Stophon Donnolly)

She arrived at the University Wednesday for a threeday dance residency which
she will conclude with a performance of a four-piece
repertory at 8:30 tonight in
the Grand Ballroom. Union
"There is no common language in modern dance as
there is in ballet," Cohen
said. "There are endless
positions-there are endless
possibilities "
One difference between
ballet and modern dance is
that "ballet is concerned
with the finish-how high you
can jump, how many times
you turned and is not as concerned with creativity."
Cohen said
The precision of limb
movement is essential in
ballet, she said But in
modern dance, "you use
your whole body, your back,
your torso." Cohen
explained, adding that there

is more emphasis put on
freedom of movement and
creative expression by
modern dancers.
Modern dance evolved
around the 1920s when there
were two prevalent forms of
dance-ballet and vaudeville.
Dancing was either highly
formalized or for show business, according to Cohen
Martha Graham. Isadora
Duncan and others, whom
Cohen referred to as
"rebels", broke away from
these traditions by
approaching dance in a freespirited, creative frame of
mind
They stressed naturalness
of movement in their dance
and used this freedom to
interpret themes of human
emotion. Cohen explained
"They stirred the potthey excited people They
turned people on to new
ways of dance and to new
resources." she said.
Later, the second generation of modern dancers codified the knowledge gained
through the first generation's experimentation,
Cohen said However, she
said, they worried about
making hard and fast laws
which might stifle Creative
expression.
Individuals must find their
own language of dance
according to their minds and
bodies
"I studied thoroughly with
many people but never
became anyone's disciple."
Cohen said
Cohen described her dance
program by saying, "I am a
one-woman show I have my
own repertory."
Solo performances had

newsnotes

stopped in the late 1950s
because it was very difficult
for one dancer using only his
or her own choreography to
hold the audience's attention
for an entire evening. Cohen
said
However, she said she
decided to use other choreographers' works, which was
somewhat taboo in dance
circles
By performing five pieces,
she said she is able to reveal
to the audience five creative
minds through her "sensibility"
When her repertory idea
proved successful and she
began receiving grants.
Cohen said she also began to
commission unknown but
talented choreographers to
create pieces for her.
Cohen is also known for
the choreography she
created for pregnant
dancers, which she composed last year while she
was pregnant
Although she stopped performing after the third
month and teaching after
the eighth month of preg
nancy, she said she still fell
the need to express what
was happening to her as a
woman
In this dance, three
women, one of whom is
pregnant, perform the ritual
of preparing for the baby's
arrival.
The one major problem
was that her baby came
several days before the performance and another
woman had to take her
place

a tax of up to 35 cents per ton
on coal to clean up
thousands of acres of
abandoned strip mine
excavations, most of them
in Appalachia.
The House votes in favor
of the bill were 21 more than
the two-thirds that would be
needed to override another
veto if the same number of
congressmen were voting
However, the margin was
not as wide as the 333-86
majority that approved an
earlier version in March.
Rep Morris Udall (DArii I the bill's floor
manager, said he expects
Ford to veto the bill but that
the veto can be overridden
"We lost a few votes from
some who wanted a stronger
bill, and some who were
lobbied heavily by the coal

industry and electric
utilities. "Udall said "If the
President vetoes the bill I
think you will see Uie people
who want a stronger bill
joining our ranks, and we
will also pick up some of the
others."
Ford vetoed the 1974
measure, claiming it would
increase coal and electric
prices and retard his
program of US energy selfsufficiency-a goal that calls
for doubling coal production
by I98S and extensive strip
mining of the vast coal
reserves of the West.
It was a "pocket veto."
handed down in late
December after Congress
had already recessed and
could not challenge it.
The Tennessee Valley
Authority, the nation's

largest electric utility.
Wednesday urged Ford to
sign the bill
It is the first time the
TWVA has gone on record in
support of the legislation,
although in the past officials
have said they generally
support passage of a firm
federal strip mining control
bill
Carl Bagge. president
of the National Coal
Association.
Wednesday
reiterated his industry
opposition to the bill. Bagge
EUHOPtAN CAB RCNFAIS
RENT YOUR CAR IN HOLLAND THIS
YEAR AND MALI* SAVE VW a Fiat
only ,900 per day INCLUDING 100
lre« KM'S daily Larger cars campers
al similar savings MINIMUM RENTAL
AGE 18
HILTON and MARRINGA
B?6 Mann. Vallem Ca 94590

urged Ford to "again veto
this legislative disaster and
insist on a balanced and
reasonable bill."
House-Senate conferees
who put together the final
bill did include several
modifications suggested by
the administration, but
opponents contend not
enough changes were made

to avert another veto.
Ford himself hasn't said
whether he'll veto the bill,
but Federal Energy
Administrator Frank Zarb
and other administration
officials have expressed
opposition to it. and both
opponents and supporters in
Congress are predicting
another veto.

AUTHENTIC AMERICAN
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CLOSE-OUT SALE
METAFRAME
ALL-GLASS TANKS

10 gal
15 gal
20 gal
29 gal
55 gal

$

4.99
*9.50
$
11.99
49.95
$
65.00

Call Delbert 352-7671

*£5

»»

for the finest in

CHINESE OR AMERICAN FOOD

352-4812

EVENMGS HOURS 5-10 P.M.
RESERVATIONS CALL 352-9926

M-F 124 P.M.

Corner of Main and E. Court Streets

SAT. 11-6 P.M.

♦

"MIMI IS NOT TO
BE MISSED!"
—Ann Gu.inno,

N.Y. Daily News

ALL SEATS

$100

The
Seduction
of Iffimi
DIRECTED BV

UNA WERTMULLER

[WEST WOOD
lHMtlMM.TOUM

FRI. & SATURDAY
MIDNIGHT ONLY

ERIC CLAPTON
JACK BRUCE
GINGER BAKER
IN
"A FAREWELL CONCERT
AT PRINCE ALBERT
HALL IN LONDON"

May 12 7-9 p.m.
Dogwood Suite, Union

Sill

134W.WO0STER

—Nora Sayre. N.Y. Times

Bring Mom To
Friday or Saturday

ONLY

7:30-9:30 P.M.
"A FURIOUS FARCE."

BOM
FREE
A

RATED R/ITALIAN SUBTITLES

The Women's Program Board is Sponsoring

GREAT LP - GREAT PRICE
MEWAER0SMITH

SATURDAY & SUNDAY
12:30-2:30 ONLY

AVOID THE MOTHER'S DAY
CROWDS

THE REDWOOD

ALSO:

WASHINGTON I API - A consortium of power
companies in 10 states challenged the Tennessee Valley
Authority's bid to acquire the Peabody Coal Co yesterday
and said it wants to buy the $1 billion-plus firm itself.
The organization. "Utilities Group Inc.," would keep
Peabody. the country's largest coal producer, intact and
even try to expand its size, a spokesman told the Senate
Public Works Committee.
George Schreiber said his group's proposal to buy
Peabody would better serve the national interest thin
having it come under government control by going to TVA,
a move he said would nationalize 10 per cent of the nation's
coal industry, Peabody's current share of the market.

STARTS TODAY

RECORDS
KINKS SOAP OPERA

ONLY $379

Wildcat strike
LOS ANGELES 1AP1 - Interns and residents at Martin
Luther King Hospital have called a wildcat strike and say
they won't go back to work until the county comes up with
more money for patient care
The doctors at the county-operated Los Angeles facility
walked out Wednesday, turning their backs on an
agreement reached between the county and doctors at two
other hospitals. County-USC and Harbor General
About 1.200 interns and residents at all three hospitals
had threatened to strike Wednesday if no agreement was
reached.
The King doctors said not enough money went for
improved patient care or better working conditions in the
agreement reached by the Joint Council of Interns and
Residents, the bargaining unit for interns and residents at
all three hospitals

WOODEN INDIAN TRADERS

PHONE 352-8459

Klos

Anniversary
IA P l - Europe yesterday marked the 30th anniversary of
the Allied defeat of Nazi Germany with wreaths, parades,
speeches, and the Soviet Union declared an amnesty for
war veterans
The Kremlin said it would release an undisclosed
number of Russians from jails and labor camps under a
decree timed to coincide with the celebrations of the end of
World War II in Europe

Air conditioned, two bedroom, completely furnished,
dishwasher, as low as $50 per person per month.

You are invited to a fantastic show and sale of authentic American Indian Jewelry. All jewelry guaranteed. Many
old pawn pieces.

1011 S MAIN. BOWLING GREEN. O

300 E. W00STER
BOWLING GREEN

NEW YORK (AP) Jack Chestnut, former campaign
manager for Sen Hubert Humphrey, was found guilty
yesterday of arranging and receiving illegal contributions
from the dairy industry to the 1970 Humphrey campaign.
The Minneapolis lawyer-politician. 42. had been on trial
four days before US District Court Judge Edward
Weinfeld and a jury of nine women and three men
Testimony and documents included two 86.000 checks
from Texas-based Associated Milk Producers Inc to
Lennen & Newell, a now defunct advertising agencuand a
detailed account of total direct donations by AMPI of
$35,950. all allegedly arranged bv Chestnut with former
AMPI lobbyist Bob Lilly

Lowest Rates In B.G.

SHOW & SALI
Sunday, May 11,11 to 4
Falcon Plaza Motel, Room No. 61

PETHHOP
You Get:
ROAST BEEF SANDWICH
Cowboy Fries Cole Slaw
DOUBLE RR BAR BURGER
Cowboy Fries Cole Slaw
WESTERN BIG HAMBURGER
Cowboy Fries Cole Slaw
PAPPY PARKER CHICKEN
Cowboy Fries Cole Slaw
Reg. $5.77

Found Guilty

SUMMER APARTMENT RENTAL

INDIAN JEWELRY

RUSTLE MOM DOWN TO ROY'S!

ROY
ROGERS ®
SAMPLER
$
PAK 4.99

WASHINGTON (API
In its report, the Labor
Department said wholesale prices last month were 12.7
per cent higher than a year ago, with industrial prices up
15 8 per cent over the year, farm products down 4 6 per
cent, and processed foods and feeds up 12 8 per cent.
In April, the wholesale price index stood at 172.1.
meaning that it cost $172 10 to buy at wholesale what cost
»100inl967

TVA challenged

Possible veto threatens mining bill
WASHINGTON (APIBackers of a bill to control
coal strip mining now are
focusing their efforts on
rallying enough votes to
override a threatened presidential veto
A compromise bill closely
resembling one President
Ford vetoed last December
was approved Wednesday bv
the House 293 to US. It
passed the Senate by voice
vote earlier in the week and
now goes to Ford's desk
The bill would impose
national environmental
curbs on coal strip mining,
which accounts for half of
all coal produced in the
United States
It would also require coal
operators to restore land to
productive use after mining
is completed and would levy

Price index up

HEALTH FAIR
FAMILY PLANNING • HEALTH DEPT.
CANCER SOCIETY • COUNSELING CENTER
DJ'S HEALTH FOODS • DJ'S CYCLING
BG HEALTH SPA • YOUTH HOSTEL
WEIGHT WATCHERS • E.M.P.A.
YOGA • PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
ALCOHOLIC REHABILITATION • DANCE
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SATURDAY-SUNDAY BARGAIN
MATINEES I ALL SEATS $1.00

CINEMA I
AT BOWLING GRCfN'S
STADIUM PLAZA

HELD OVER 2ND WEEK
EVE. AT 7:15-9:30 SAT. MAT. 2 P.M.
SUNDAY MAT. 2:15-4:30

SEE BEST ACTRESS ELLEN
BURSTYN IN HER ACADEMY
AWARD WINNING ROLE

A movie fa everyone
who has ever
dreamed ol
a second
chance.

Concern workshop set
Th« "Week of Concern"
(May 4-10). designated
nationally by the Human
Rights Alliance (HRAI and
Indochina Peace Campaign
(IPC). will be concluded
tomorrow at the University
with several workshop sessions
The Week of Concern commemorates the fifth anniversary of the death of four
Kent State University stu
dents who were shot by Ohio
National Guardsmen, the
slaying of two students at
Jackson State University hy
national guardsmen who
fired on student dorms and
the slaying of six Augusta.
Ga. citizens by police as
they protested the death of a
young black man who died in
the local jail.
The University, HRA and
IPC chapters distributed
literature in University Hall
this week The literature
includes information about

TOMORROW'S workshop
will focus on some of these
concerns. It will be held
from 1-6 p.m in the Alumni
Room. Union The following
programs will be presented
-■Dr. William Reichert.
professor of political science, will speak on the topic
"Revolution Correctly
Defined: What is and What
is Not Revolutionary." from
1-2 p.m. -Richard Young, director
of intercollegiate athletics,
will participate in a panel
discussion on "The Relevance of Intercollegiate Athletics to the University Community" from 2-2:45 p.m.

APARTMENT RENTAL FALL

ELLEN BURSTYN
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON., AJCE
DOESNTUVEHERE
ANYMORE
»*;
COMING SOON TO i.O.

-Graduate students David
Shevin and Stewart Lachman will hold a workshop
entitled "Academic Freedom at BGSU" from 2:453:15 p.m.
-LA UNION Estudiantes
Latinos (LSUI will hold a
workshop entitled "An
Effective Boycott at BGSU"
from 3:15-4 p.m.
-The Gay Union will have
a discussion on "The Gay
Manifesto: What It Means to
You" from 4-4:45 p.m.
-Dr. Harold Boyer. assistant professor of political
science, will speak on
"Imperialism and its Implications" from 4:45-5:15 p.m.
-The Young Workers
Liberation League will have
a discussion on "Racism on
Campus" from 5.15-5:45
p.m. Concluding comments
and discussion will be held
from 5:45-6 p.m.

..POTATOES. SPINACH. '
ANDSOMeOfYOUR.
*
MOTHER'S SPIXlALLi I.
fP/ep CHICKEN I

Friday

NOW PLAYING

Saturday

EVE. AT MHN SAT. MAT 2 P.M.
SUN. MAT 2:00-4:15
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UR li SR Science ii Math
Majors Earn cash in your
spare time
Need qualified
people with a scientific back
ground for an experiment in
problem solving
Receive
S2 50 hr for your time & effort
If interested contact Jack
Mvnatt or Mike Doherty < psych
dept i at 372-2301.
Greeks - Get psyched for the
Phi Psi Chi O bathtub race. Sat
May 31.

BC. Hugby club vs Black River Rugby club at 1 30 p m at Poe
Ditch Kield corner of 1'm-i Mercer Rds

Thanx UZ's for a wild tea - Phi
Pat's.

Sunday. May II. Mil
Campus Bridge Club duplicate match Ohio Suite. Union 1:30 p.m
Election of next years officers will be held

Sigma Chi's. getting away from
the DZ's won't be easy' Right
Don and Chuck' We're psyched!

BGSU Karate Club-Uojukai meet Aud . SI Thomas Moore Parish.
5 30-7J0 pjn

Get psvehed
Murphy!!'

HI! KuSutemi lioj.i practice session Rm 201 Hayes6-l)p in

Congrats Hoople. Puck and
Hound Dog on being tapped into
the swine set You all make a
worthy addition to our Honorary
especially Matt P P Fred and
Eddie

St John's Episcopal Church worship service S p.m. 1505 E. Wooster
St
Sailing Club meeting Km. 203 Hayes Hall 7 p.m.
Monday. May 12.1975

I nion 5 30pm

University Red Cross will be going to Wood Co Nursing Home from
6 45 8 30 p m Rides leave Mar West parking lot al 625 pin &
I- irsi Nat'l Bank parking lot (across from Dunbari at 6:35 p m
Everyone welcome
LOST AND FOUND
STOLEN Brown leather jacket
ireversablei Uken from Sic Sic
lib between 106 and 1:30 p m
Wed May 7lh Please return, no
questions asked Or call and I
will pick up anvwhere Ph 3520514

Full and parttime waitress <i
waiters openings now and for
summer in one of Ohio's finest
nite clubs Dixie Electric Co.
Call or come in 11 am to 2 30
pm 874-8649

Someone for light housekeeping
Callafter3 30 352-6348
SERVICES OFFERED
Expert typing al reasonable
rates 351-7306
Decisions'* Need to talk!
Emotional and Material Pregnancy Aid. 352-6236
Abortion Information Service
starting rate S125 Clinic very
close to area 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by licensed
certified gynecologist. Modern
techniques and finest facilities
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle. Call
collect. 24 hour service 1-216431-1557
Experienced typist verv reasociable 35245W

1 m needed to share large, a/c 2
bdrm apt. .for summer. 1 other
male Low rates. 352-5403
For fall 2 m. rmmts. now! 1
bdrms Call Brent 352-1218
1 (. rmmle for 75-76 school yr
House close to campus 352-5065
or 352 4074

for

Paddv

Flaming 14 Xi's are fired up for
Derby Day"

Active Christians Today 603 Clough SI 4pm Bible study

WANTED

O.idiMd Brass
Salad Stts

M

Phi Psi s had another great tea
Thanx Alpha Phew

EARN S30-M0 A WEEK in your
spare time. If you qualify I will
show you how I'h 352 SU»

Dtar Customer,
During these troubled economic times, w »are pleased
to announce a Mother's Day Sale where tr ere are true
bargains.We have imported and America i-made gifts
to please any Mother and any pocketbook. Ale also have
a large display of Mother's Day collector's < lates, which
are the perfect gilt lor the hard-to-pleast Be sure to
stop in and compare prices; we're certai n you'll pick
Vatan's "tor the perfect gift".
Most Sincerely,

mosms r, •,

•-

a

Active Christians Today to meet aLVillage View Church of Christ
SfllW.PoeRd at 7:30 p.m

HELP WANTED

*

MOTHER'S DAY SiALE
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Upen Photography Lab Km 232 Tech. Bldg 9 am -3 p.m Open to
the Hi is I Academic Community Chemicals are supplied Bring
your own print paper A fee of $ 50 will be charged to your bursar's
bill for each session

The 'DIRTY DOUBLE!'
WOMEN WHO MAKE THE HIND Of OFFER
»COP CANT REFUSE! \jj£>
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Cub or E.flt
L'nairitina;
Raat
La«rt'
maatliifa
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All Jewish students li faculty invited to celebrate the Sabbath in
Prout Chapel at 6 30 p m

Rosemary (Tig) Wells

*

OPEN 7:30- SHOW 8.30
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MOVES

Tom
Honsa
Bob
Kachurek

executive producer WILLIAM SILBERKIEIT • ARTHUR MARKS
producers DAVID WINTERS • CHARIES STROUD
icieenpli, by JACK S MARGOIIS director CLAUDIO GU/MAN
A GENERAL FILM
tltCUO J IY
CORPORATION RELEASE
ANOFOMDUUS

71

UMttvlterattd '
— Scott raa*
Furrtar'a roncarn
DoiWd. in
awraldry
Man*u.*rabla:
Naul
I,--.,
DOWN
Mako rloth
L«r one
Pnaeow fcaat
Publicity of a
aort
Quickly. In muakc
Kin* »f TV
Speak In a r»r
tain way
4-barter
Hunting do*
Fit of ■aivvrtiia;
Scented pawdor
Handle
Puoftaa Indian.
p,»*,, 0f „fh(
Prominence
Juii passably
Street piano
Wift of Goraint
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1
"ffiKKN
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SINGING

9 to 12 Midnight
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M
W
70
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67 P.tron.iiiii
62 Europaan nounUla iyii*m
63 Thoaa oppoard
64 UiimU'i worka
W Liquor akin to
arrack
46 Cut down

dt>

FOLK

ft

Abbr

44 Common vlpar
47 Combining form
for "blooJ"
4t Inimical peraon

4=»
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AT BOWLING GREEN'S
STADIUM PLAZA

ACROH
1 Shred
1 Cummerbund
1 Combining- form
for -dlrpth"
14 Tributary of ih#
!■'..'!•
11 In tka pracadinf
Month Abbr
Iff Baaldaa
17 A.tor Ray
It Tren: Gar.
It Roman gonaral
and dictator
N Barklty nickHUM
21 Cut* acroaa
« Wayward
U Memorable actor
M Web-footed bird
n Creek foddeee
U Ermine
M City on UM Oka
S* E plurkbua —
3t Tack room rear
41 Way to ride
horaoback
49 Copied
4i I,II„.„IP,

JDtM*/

FOR INFORMATION CALL
DELBERT 352-7671

SHAMPOO•TOMMY •FUNNY LADY
GREAT WALDO PEPPER

F~<

hi

DOONESBURY

Two-bedroom, completely furnished,
air conditioned, dishwashers. Reasonable rates, 9 mo. lease.

O

CINEMA H

the small representation of
minorities on campus, the
recent decision of the state
legislature to deny additional corporate revenues to
education and the problems
of a small University
budget

r- [4—

1

■

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Two male roommates to sublease fall quarter Cherry Hill
call 372 5434 Dave or Mike
4 persons to sublease 2-bedroom
apartment for summer 1195
each total Call 352-1064.
Students needed to fill 4 man
apartments at Campus Manor
for Fall school year 352-9302 or
352-7365 evenings
Rmmts needed for fall S54 mo.
352-7960 after 4 pm.
I I. rmmle starling June own
bdrm No lease S53 mo 352
7133

Denny. Happy day. Happy vear.
Happiness always Love. Di
Kill
Get
Derbies'

to

know

those

Guitar Sale Save-SSSS-Save New
guitars at unbelievable savings
20VS0'-, off Little Olde Music
Shoppe
BLACKS
WOMEN
ANYONE'
Learn about
"relevant" literature Take Fr.
260. "French Women Writers in
Translation" <3 cr I next fall.
iW 1-3. F 31 and or RL 262.
Black Poets in Translation" (3
cr I spring quarter i MWR 11
Counts toward humanities
requirement or as an elective
NO-PREREQUISITE No need
to know a foreign language
Instructor:
Dr
Janis L
Pallister

So you went too late out to the
gate to pick out a date for the
flamer So pick up a guy in your
last class and hurry fast
because the Gucci will only last
from 4-12

BOARD EXAM TUTORING
Enrollments
now
being
accpeted for the uncoming
MCATLSAT
DAT + GRE
ATGSB- VAT-CPAT- OCAT and
NAT MED BROS For infor
mation and enrollments call
16141 486-9646
Stanley H
Kaplan Educational Center 1890
Northwest Blvd
Columbus.
Ohio 43112

Alpha Gams say Happy
Birthday to their housemother.
Cathie! Have a happy day!

DZ's and dates, bet you can't
wait - For the time is near, be
sure that you're here.

A super thanks to Vic and Mike
our coaches who will lead us to
a victory on Derby Day Love.
Gamma Phi's

Kappa Sig Brothers say thanks
to the III' Slardusters for last
Fridays Deck Party.

PERSONALS
Get psyched
Murphy!!'

for

Paddy-

The Gamma Phi's are ready to
gel down with their dates on
Saturday' It's Goo Phoo Boo
Time!!
Gamma Phi Beta is proud of
their enthusiastic 17 pledges
Love your Sisters
Congrats Sue on becoming Teke
Ul' Sis president. Love.
Gamma Phi's.
The Sisters of Phi Mu wish to
thank everyone, who helped
make Project H OP E a huge
success. And a special thanks to
the chairmans. Lynda Fosdick
and Nancy Romey!

Get Psyched
Murphy!''

for

Paddy

FOR SALE
Beer cans, approx. 500. sold
singly or the whole lot 352-5792
1973 Pinto Wagon 22.000 miles
3521813
2-13" Electro Voice SRO
speakers. 1100 for pair. 1
Silver tone guitar amps S55. each
Elec typewriter SK '65 Ford
Van 8450. Before 1. call 352-7140.
Full set Kroydn golf clubs, like
new. w bag 1110 or best offer
Bob 2 1SS3 before noon

Immediately
Kawasaki
Honda710. 3525343

900

66 Dodge Coronet S220 or best
offer 352 7761 alter 5
Triumph 10 speed light weight
racing bike in excellent
condition 352-3149
4 spoked crome rocket mags
good i.mil 2-14x7". 2-14x6
Fits GM 2 1788 Jim
73 Dodge Challenger
3524113

S2.500

1966 VW Bug in good condition
new tires BEST OFFER 352

son

68 MG Midget good cond Must
seU. 352-1035
Lloyds stereo am-fm radio, noncomponent Excell cond SD5 or
best offer 352-3979
No 3 Speed. 5 speed 26" girls
bikes 85&tl0as is 352-0654
rOKREMT
Now leasing - I bdrm apts
$150 mo
Pinehurst Apartments 220 Napoleon Rd 352
1460
GREENVIEW
APTS
now
renting for summer & fall
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
ALL UTILITIES PAID INCL
CABLE TV Open Mon-Fn 126. Sal 124 Call 352-1195
STUDENT APTS Summer i
Fall Lge 2 bdrm turn close to
campus
UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE APTS 235 Mercer
Rd 352-0164
House to sublease 2 or 3 persons
across from campus 352-5928
Ell apt 2 blks from campus
352-3622
2 bedroom apartments near
Towers Fall rates for 4
students Summer rates for 2.3.
or 4 students 352-7365
Rooms near campus. Fall and
summer rentals. 352-7365
1 bdrm furn to sublease a c
all utilities paid Ph 352-9378 or
352-5425 Can sublease from
5 1 75lo9 1 75
Apt to sublease 170 mo 5th St
Joan 352-5587.
Apt. lor sublet avail June 15 1
bdrm air cond CBLTV shap
carp, close to campus
1152 mo 352-6689
2 bdrm furn air cond 1 block
to campus. Low summer rates.
Ph 352-8035
CAMPUS MANOR - 4 man
apartments just a few lclt Ph
352 9302 or 352-7365 evenings
114 SIXTH
2 bedroom
furnished, air conditioned and in
excellent condition
Tenants
only pay the electric. Set up for
4 persons Only 2 vacancies left
' for fall S65 00 per person per
month.
521 EAST MERRY Less than
one block from campus. 2
bedroom, furnished, air conditioned and in excellent condition Tenants only pay the
electric. Set up for 4 persons
Only one vacancy left for fill
895 00 per person per month
FOR SUMMER 4 vacancies
628 50 per person per month, or
a total of 1275 00 for the entire
summer. For more information
call: Newlove Realty 353-7381

CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS

Friday, May°,1975.ThatG Nawi /Pa,. 5

No fall housing problem expected

local briefs
Chorale concert

By Gall Harris
Suit Reporter

The University Collegiate Chorale will present a
program of contemporary American music at 4 p.m.
Sunday in the Recital Hall. Music Bldg
The second half of the program will feature student
works entered in the Religious Arts Compositions
Competition Judges will select the winning compositions
for this year after the performance.
The performance is free and open to the public

There should be no overcrowding in campus
accommodations next year, according to Seth Patton.
assistant director of residence services
"Right now we're about where we want to be." said
Patton. referring to the number of students planning to
live on campus during the 1975-76 academic year
He explained that about 3.600 freshmen lived in
dormitories last year, while only 3.150 freshmen are under
contract to live in University housing next year
There are still a few hundred applications for
admission still pending, according to Patton But even if
these students are accepted at the University. Patton said
there will be no housing problem in the fall
Students currently living on campus were sent letters
this week telling them to apply early if they want to live on
campus next year
"We figure the re-application rate will be about the
same as it was last year We expect to close housing by the
end of this month." he said
Rising juniors and seniors have the option of living off
campus According to many apartment house employes,
students are taking advantage of the option
Betty Murphy, manager of Stadium View Apartments.

Materials Fair
A Materials Fair featuring special education materials
will be open in the White Dogwood Suite. Union from 15
p.m. today. All materials will be for sale.

Folk performances
Folk performances held on Fridays and Saturdays are
being moved to the Browsing Room. 2nd floor. Union
Dates and times in the UAO Electric Blanket Cardinal
Room Schedule for the performances remain the same

Health exhibits
A health fair with exhibits, demonstrations, information
and speakers on various aspects of women's health, will be
held from 7-8 p.m. Monday in the Dogwood Suite. Union
Participants in the fair include representatives from the
local family services agency, the American Cancer
Society, the Wood County Health Department, the local
alcoholics rehabilitation program and Alcoholics
Anonymous
Other representatives include the BG Health Spa.
Weight Watchers, the University's Psychological Services
Center and Emotional and Material Pregnancy Aid
lEMPA).
The fair is free and open to the public.

Correction
The bill pending in the Ohio House of Representatives
which would reduce the University's state subsidy by
approximately (860.000 during the next bienmum is
Amended Substitute House Bill 155
Yesterday's News reported this bill to be House Bill 555

Choir
A Cappella Choir will present a concert and the Men's
Chorus will present a variety show at 8 p.m Sunday in the
Recital Hall. Music Bldg Tickets are 75 cents and are
available from choir members and at the door

Doonesbury
Garry Trudeau. creator of the comic strip
"Donnesbury." is the recipient of the 1975 Pulitzer Prize
for Journalism in cartooning
This is the first lime in the prize's history that a comic
strip artist has been named

Save
the
News

INTERVIEWS AVAILABLE
MAY 1 AT S.M.U. WITH
DEAN A. CHURCH.
CONTACT PROF
ANN THOMAS.
Lewis University College of Law

■LI,

Rt 53 4
Rooeevelt Rd
Glen Eltyn. Ill
60137
(312)S5a-7200!

By Raadl Welter
The second week of May
was welcomed Wednesday
night by screams, goose
bumps and the pad of bare
feet on the sidewalks of
Founders and McDonald
Quads as about 15 men and
possibly two or three women
toured the two women's
quads with "nothin on but a
smile "
According to Robert Ade.
hall director of Kohl Hall,
about 25 men left Kohl
between 11-11 ■ 30 pm head
ing in the direction of
Founders and McDonald
Quads after issuing chal
lenges ovei WFA1. to the
women of the halls to
streak
Susan Zepp. assistant hall
director of Harmon Hall,
said, "Some girls walking
back from classes got a real
surprise "
She said there were about
eight men at the beginning

TO SEE:

who "Jut kind of look their
clothes off in the middle of
the courtyard
"THERE WAS a lot ot
yelling 1 thought there were
one or two women out
there. ' Zepp said
Rhoda Todd. hall director
of Lowry Hall, said she did
not see any women streaking although there were
many outside
Zepp said the streak was
"not too big as far as things
go" but that one streaker
running past some women
kind.i tripped and fell' and
that the men kept running in
and out of the courtyard
Women .it McDonald saw
about a dozen streakers who
ran through the courtyard
and back several times The
streaking and noise lasted
about 45 minutes, according
to witnesses, although only a
few people actually were
streaking at any one time

McDonald

North

4 GREATS

SC0TTI j
MUFFLERS *

$
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1 BIG SHOW'

Thur. May 22nd - 8 p.m.

TICKET

B.G.S.U. Perry Stadium
Bowling Green Ohio

45.88
Scott) S I .t|M."'f
AM parts ft tabot

director Kalhryn Heineman
said the streakers were run
mng around at first without
clothes and then with them,
adding that the disrobing robing happened two or
three times She also des
cribed the night as prettv
chilly"
DIRECTOR OF Campus
Safety Dale Shaffer said
lhat no complaints were

Every Sunday Special!

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

turned in last night about the
streaking
Shaffer said lhat Campus
Safety's position is the same
this year as last-streaking
is a violation of both a state
code, and a city ordinance
and any streakers caughl
will be cited in court lor
public indecency, a misde
meanor with a maximum
fine of $250 and 30 days in
lail for the first offense

SUNDAY f AMU v P*L>
Vooc^l.Sup.fSr^.B^SP*! iChNtMuif*!
• Hsmttuxj*. w<4 Fow Odm o> R*M>jlaV Ft«nch I t*i

>nly$^59
save 82'
KAPPA SIGMA
Congratulates the New

Hall

•INK SPOTS
•GLENN MILLER BAND
•HARMONICATS
•TOMMY DORSEY BAND

• Intar-dtscipltnary
curricuium-challanging track
programs — begin the drat year

• Our 128-acre suburban
campus otters a unique learning
environment, close-by a major
metropolitan area

"We take good care of the buildings and give good
service to our tenants," she said
Rental agent Norma Melepka said Cherry Hill
Apartments. 820 8th St . were filling at a fairly good rate
She said she has rented more apartments for next fall
than she had rented at this time last spring
Stephanie Kosky. assistant manager of Greenview
Apartments. 214 Napoleon Rd.. said. "We're at about the
same point as we were last year So far. it looks
encouraging "
She added that she felt the reason students wanted to
live off campus was because "it can be an extension of
home "
Among the apartment complex employes interviewed.

Streaking thrills campus again

GET YOUR TICKETS"

• Applicants are individually
re.iewed with a 4-week Pre Law
500 learning test LSAT
altar nat i vat

only Jeanette Ajian of Thurstin Manor Apartments. 451
Thurstin St.. said that business was not good
"Things are a bit slow." she said "It should pick up. but
it'll be late." She attributed the lull in business to the high
price of the apartments

Rock Ledge Manor Apartments. 850 6th St.. also are
filled for next year. Loretta Albert, manager, said she
thought the reason her apartments filled quickly was
because past tenants told their friends about them

rNOW

ENROLL NOW
FOR SEPTEMBER
LEWIS UNIVERSITY'S
COLLEGE OF LAW

• The Lewis approach to legal
education guides you to your
future as a competent
humanistic attorney

16241 'lough St . said business was very good
"We don't have any more student apartments left (for
next fall i. "she said
Murphy said she thought the reason apartment living
was so popular with students was that apartments like
Stadium View allow each student to have their own room.
This creates a home-like atmosphere, she said

STAR DUSTERS
Jean Russ
Colleen Brown
Nikki Stringer
Nancy Link
Irene Whitacre
Sharlee Elliot
Linda Wittenmyer
Lee Ann Davis
Pam Cironi
Karen Baima
Alice McNeal
Marianne Kasel
Nancy Teeple
Debbie Sipos
Cindy Bye
Judy Hard
Laura Ann Costentino Ann Jones
Lynette Sass
Cheryl Miesse
Kathy Nycz
Mary Beth Thaman
Cindy Sargent
Zoe McGuire

510E.W00STERST.
BOWLING GREEN

BurgerChef
top,..,|N tfl H. j-- C*e« $

BOWLING GREEN
STATE UNIVERSITY
Army ROTC

DISH0P MOTORS.
i ■.

M .■..*■-,

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:
•tUOV'S MOT DOCS
• SO MS STACC BAND
•IHI IOCKII >OOM
•MOUDAV SUICK
•DOMINO 5 PIZZA
•FALCON PIZZA
■WOOD COUNTY PUNTING
OR WRITE:

•TOMS USE AND
AUTO SEP.VICE
•EHISCHS
•DOT nouns
•MVIIS IIOWHS
•A1PINE INN
•HAGCP. PHOTO
•SOUND ASSOCIATES
•U HI MANS

Mt-MM

Cinema

a lovin'
glassful

TICKET RESERVATIONS. BG Fortiat

STARTS
WED.
MAY

*wn

NOBIMWEST OHIO'S NEWEST AND MOST COMFOHT»ilE
CONCEPT OF LUXURY ENTERTAINMCNT'

Congratulations & Thanks

«*************J

Raviaw. P.O. Box 774, Bowling Oraan. Ohio 43402
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the most highly acclaimed film of the year
"shampoo is the
most virtuoso example of
sophisticated kaleidoscopic farce
thai american moviemake*s
have ever come up with!'

.■■CPMafeaY&'t.

- |» .I...- k— I ■• ,...!.. m.a.iuii

"the 'la dolce vita' for the r!170"s"
"il is Koinyj lo be a smash.
i Ihink il will be one of the biggest
pictures in a long, long lime!'
warrrn be*tty
lulir i hnshr
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FALL QUARTER 1975 the Military Science Dept will
offer the following courses which will be open to all
students at Bowling Green State University:

j£
MIST0«Y,0aJtCTIVlSAN00t0ANIZATIOfl0»»OTC
CUP.P.INT PIOailMS IN NATIONAL MPINSI
PKOG if SSI VIII A Dl ISM IP Dl VHOPMJNT
MIUTAPY JUSTKJ SWIM

lee grant - jack warden tonybtl
...... ..«h>,diV»«l -.-—.pmlatata
—.wiiiatwi) —-.halaala)

jBJT ty STUOn; MtWllYcr*5»>N», OCrfart. MICHIOAN *Mj»

Vj

-MSIOI
-MSMl
- MS Ml
-MS401

JUST REGISTER FOR ANY OF THE MILITARY
SCIENCE COURSES. OR CONTACT CAPTAIN
THOMAS O. WHIPPLE IN ROOM 1S7 MEMORIAL
HALL, OR CALL HMIfl FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

Falcon golfers ready
for loop championships
K«n Walters displays
hit putting form in action at the Falcon Invitational last month.
Tho Mnior gelfor rocontly won medalist
honor* in tho Bronco
Invitational, and will
bo aiming for a ropoat
finish in thit weekend's conforonco
championships. last
year, Walters won a
throo-man, four-hole
playoff to lake tho
individual
league
crown.
(Nowsphoto
by Stophon Donnelly)

By Dick flees
Sports Editor
Toss out all the records and forget put performances.
The Mid-American Conference (MAC) golf championships
start today.
The Falcon golfers are ready, though
Winners in two of the last three tournaments in which they
have played, the golf squad was a confident and relaxed
group Wednesday night before leaving for Kent State
University.
Coach John Piper and his team left yesterday morning as
the Falcons were scheduled to play a practice round before
the tourney opens at 8 a.m. today

An improved Central
Michigan University (CMU)
contingent will provide the
Falcon tracksters with their
final tune-up for next week's
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) championships in a
dual meet set for 12:30
p m tomorrow at Whillaker
Track
The Chippewas' 1-5 season
mark is deceiving Three of

Error
The News inadvertently published a
picture of tennis player
Doug Dennis alongside
an article about Kalcon
netter Dave Trimble on
page seven of yesterday's paper

"WE ALL HAVE to put it together, including the sixth
man." he said "I think we can win We realize that an
NCAA bid is on the line."
Miller, BG's third-leading performer with a 77.2 average,
said he is ready to bust loose this weekend
"I've played consistent all year." he said. "But I haven't
had that real good score yet. But I'm anxious to play well "
Co-captain Mark McConnell. playing in his fourth and
final league championships, said there is distinct difference
in attitude this year
"Last year, we went in with no confidence," he said. "We
hadn't won anything This year, we've won two tournaments
and we could have easily won two more "
McConnell. whose steady play has resulted in a 76.6
average this spring, said the linksters are confident, but not
cocky

PIPER HAS SET his lineup which includes one change
from recent weeks Senior Bruce Keller, who has played
sparingly this season, will play in the sixth position. He
replaces freshman Dave Bastel.
Senior co-captain Ken Walters (75.8). last year's medalist
in the conference championships, will lead the Falcons into
the tourney in an effort to regain the title, which BG won in
1972 and 1973
"I think we're the best conference team right now." he
said. "We've won two out of the last three tourneys, which
makes me feel relaxed."
Walters said he would rather see the team win than take
another individual title.
"Of course, I'd like to win medalist again, but I want the
team to win first." he explained "Anyone of the top five
could win individual honors and that's what's good-everyone is so equal on our team.

Thinclads host improved Chips
in season's final dual contest
By Bill Kslep
Assistant Sports Editor

Western Michigan next weekend Freshman Gary Treater
likes the idea of playing on two different courses
"I'm glad it's on two courses, because one team doesn't
get an advantage." Treater said. "But then again, on a
given day, whoever puts it together can win it."
Treater. who owns a 78.4 average, said BG's talent and
team consistency are factors that give the Falcons an edge
over the rest of the field
Treater's roommate, John Miller, said everyone must
play well for the Falcons to contend for top honors

those losses were to MAC
contenders Kastcrn Michigan. Western Michigan and
Kent State CMU also lost to
defending NCAA champion
Tennessee
The Falcons, meanwhile,
carry a 2-2 record into their
final dual meet of the season
and will be aiming to give
coach Mel Brodt his 13th
winning season in 15 years
According to Brodt. Bowl
ing Green should be in top
physical condition.
"WITH THE MAC only a
week away, we need to get
everyone together on the
track at once.'' Brodt said
"Ron Taylor and Bruce Vermtlyea will both compete
after layoffs from knee inju
ries and we just need to stay
healthy for one meet."
Brodt said Central is an
improved squad, but said
they lack depth.
"They have some solid
individual standouls." Brodt

said, "but they don't seem to
have much depth to score
important points."
The Chippewas. eighthplace finishers in the MAC
last spring, are led by four
individuals who rank among
the top six performers in the
conference.
Hurdler Barry Alexia.
who was an MAC 440-yard
intermediate finalist in 1974.
has clocked a 14 1 timing in
the 120-yard high hurdles
and 52 9 in the intermediates
Even though he placed in
the MAC mile and 880 last
year and broke the CMU
indoor mile record. Chippewa distance ace Mike
Bruns has not been running
up to par He ranks fifth in
the conference this season in
the half-mile at 1:55.0 and
has yet to break the 4.15
mark this season in the
mile
CMU

SENIOR

Dave

Burke, a MAC threat in the
decathlon, is one of three
Chips who has reached the
200-mark in the javelin
Burke has tossed 200 feet,
while teammates
Ernie
Tymeczko. a sixth-place
finisher last year in the
MAC javelin, has gone 211
feet and freshman Tom
Johnson has a 205-foot heave
to his credit
Central's weakest efforts
this season have been in the
sprints, where underclass
men dominate the events.
Sophomore Larry Brad
shaw clocked a 48.6 to win
the 440 event in Tuesday's
dual contest with Eastern
Freshman Vince Adams
rounds out the CMU sprint
nucleus in the 100 and 220yard dashes His 9 9 100
clocking is a CMC best, but
five Falcons, including
Barry Farine. Hal Thomas.
Brian Storm. Taylor and
Tim I.oDico have surpassed
that mark this spring

"WE JUST HAVE a strong feeling that we can win. he
said "I don't think anyone will beat us If we don't win the
championship, we'll beat ourselves."
Sophomore Jim Decker, whose rounds of 75 and 71 in last
week's Bronco Invitational lowered his average to 78 7. said
he is much more confident after the Bronco
"The first round. I was playing bad on the back nine." he
said. "Then I got a couple of birdies coming in and it gave
me confidence going into the second round
"I wasn't pressing and I had no problems." Decker
continued, "and I think it will carry over this weekend "

"I THINK we're relaxed because we're not defending
champs." Walters continued "I don't think there's that
much pressure on us If we're in a good position coming out
of Kent, which we should be, we'll have a lot of confidence
going to Western "
The second half of the championships will be played at
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Stickers to bottle Buckeyes
By Norm Baker
Staff Writer
Trying not to look ahead
but just keep playing a game
at a time, is the Bowling
Green lacrosse team's main
objective as it battles Ohio
State at 2 p m tomorrow in
Columbus
Coach Mickey Cochrane's
men are only two victories
away from winning their
second consecutive Midwest

Lacrosse
Association
(MLA) championship The
Falcons must beat Ohio
State to set up next
i weekend's title game
against Ohio Wesleyan
"WE'VE TALKED all
season about playing one
game at a time and now is
the lime, more than ever
before, to put this into
practice." Cochrane said
Ohio Slate, sporting a 2-6

Falcons host Xavier today

Selgo-a valuable commodity
By Terry Goodman
Siaff Writer
Anytime a baseball club
loses a consistent 300hitter.
it has one heck of a time
replacing him
If Cincinnati's Pete Rose
were to retire today. Reds
manager Sparky Anderson
would certainly be in a bind
On the BG front. Falcon
skipper Don Purvis will find
out next spring what it's like
playing ball without his
standout left-fielder. Dick
Selgo
Selgo. currently enroulelo

his third 300 season in four
campaigns, will graduate in
June as one of the best pure
hitters in BG history.
"EVERY YEAR a coach
feels how am I going to
replace my top graduating
seniors'1'
Purvis said,
whose team will entertain
Xavier at 2 p m today
"Usually, we feel that we
can replace everyone."
Purvis added, "but when
you have a player of his
iSelgo's"
ability
and
character, it's unquestion
able that we'll miss him "

Career-wise, the senior
slugger holds a .290 baiting
average His all-lime Falcon
records include most
doubles 1291, runs batted in
(811. extra base hits and
total bases He was a
second-team choice on the
ail-Mid-American Conference I MAC i unit last
year as he batted 322.
smacked five homers and
was named BG's "Outstanding Offensive Player."
"Dick's been a mainstay
for us year after year."
Purvis praised
"He's as

consistent and as good a
hitter that I've ever had
here at BG "
Selgo. who became a
Falcon regular midway
through his freshman year,
is looking forward to professional baseball

freshman year," Selgo said,
"but I think that last year's
team may have been
stronger overall, even
though we finished second "
Last spring, the F'alcons
had a 3014 record, best in
BG history

"I FEEL that I have a fair
chance." said Selgo "I just
try to hit the ball hard and
on the line."
The hard-hitting outfielder
said he believes last
season's team was the best
he's played on at BG
"We won the MAC my

Today's twinbill with
Xavier represents two of
four remaining home
contests for BG. Ken
Widdel. Gary Kite and
Romie Schwieterman will
share mound duties for the
Falcons

Fulfillment comes in
many ways For the Falcon
netters, it is either a close
win like last Wednesday's 54 triumph at Toledo or a
winning season
Now that the netters (7-6 >
have taken care of the
Rockets, they will have their
hands full with one of the
hottest teams in the MidAmerican
Conference
(MAC). Ohio University 1155). The two racket squads
hit the Ice Arena courts at 3
p.m. today.
BG coach Bob Gill
predicts an "extremely
close match" today with
many incentives for his
players to shoot for
"WE CAN HAVE our first
winning season in seven
years." Gill pointed out.
"Every year that I've been
here we've been 500 or
under."
Gill said a win over the
Bobcats could give his squad
a tie for second with Ball

State in league matches this
spring, with a chance for
MAC tournament seedings
in seven of nine positions
But the Ohio match won't
be an easy task for the
unpredictable Falcons The
Bobcats bring with them
two of the finest players in
the conference, while the
BG lineup contains a
Pandora's Box of surprises
In the past two weeks it
has been impossible to pick
a winner for the Falcons
First. Bob Green and Rob
Dowling, along with Dave
Trimble and Tim Unwell
were playing outstanding
tennis Now the hottest
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players are first-singles
Glenn Johnson and fourthsingles Doug Dennis
Ohio, on the other hand,
has a dangerous duo of Phil
Joffey and Pete Kendall
Joffey is 16-4 at first-singles
while Kendall is 15-5 at the
second spot
At first
doubles, the two sport an 18
2 record
GILL

SAID

Ohio

will

count on three points from
Joffey and Kendall, adding
that he would be happy with
one BG point in those
matches.
"If we take one of those
three points, we'll beat
them." he said "1 think
they're counting on those
three points and hope lo get
two more somewhere for the
win."
OU
coach
Dave

THE BUCKEYES are led
by senior attackrnan Dennis
Swan son (18 goals and 21
assists l and sophomore midfielder Craig Cooper (17
goals and eight assists).
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Stephenson, a former
graduate assistant to Gill in
1973, agrees that his squad's
strength lies in Joffev and
Kendall.
He said he expects trouble
from Johnson at first
singles, along with close
matches at fourth, fifth and
sixth singles
"I'll settle for a 5-4 win
against them iBG)." he
said
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The Falcons will look to
senior attackrnan Verne
Zabek for scoring strength
Zabek is the league's fifth
leading point getter with 13
goals and 20 assists.
BG's Pat Collura holds the
MLA s top spot in the
goaltending department
The East Meadow. NY
product has registered 50
saves while allowing only 17
goals this season
Bowling Green
is
currently atop the MLA with
a 7-0 record Ohio Wesleyan.
next week's opponent, is
right behind with a 6-0 mark
"We want to win the
league." Cochrane said,
"but before you can call
next week's game against
Ohio Wesleyan the league's
championship game, we
must first win in Columbus
"If by some chance we are
looking ahead to next week's
game, Ohio State can
definitely beat us." he
added
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A winning seoson--one motch oway
H> Dan Gar field
Assistant Sports Editor

In tomorrow's doubleheader at Toledo, Kip Young
and Mike Hale will get the
starting assignments Young
will be going for his 17th
consecutive win spanning
two seasons He's 9-0 this
spring

league mark following
Wednesday's 10-5 triumph
over Wooster. represents a
roadblock in the Falcons'
drive for another league
title
Coach Bill Munson's
troops are currently riding a
two-game winning streak
and will be seeking revenge
for last year's 7-3 setback at
Bowling Green.
"Ohio State is a very
unpredictable team that has
played tremendously well at
times, but then play terrible
the following game."
Cochrane explained
"They are a very erratic
team, but I'm sure they'll be
riding high for tomorrow's
game. It's an inlraslate
rivalry and last year's game
was a very tough one to
win," he added
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Pres. - Rob Arkwright
V.P. - Greg Steyer
Cor. Sec. - Rick Schnacke
Treas. - Bill Gregg
Rec. Sec. - Kevin Fitzgerald
Hist. - Joe Leonard
Mess. - Mark Entrap
Chap. - Rich Rhein
Sgt. - Rick Polens
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